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Trial may Snow show is brief one
impact
attitudes
on drinking
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
A former fraternity brother said Harrison
Yonts' conviction for the hit-and-run murder
of a woman should serve as a community
reminder of the dangers of drinking and driving.
Thursday, Yonts was convicted of murder,
tampering with physical evidence, driving under
the influence and leaving the scene of an
accident for striking 62-year-old MSU graduate student Nadia Shaheen with his 2000
Lincoln LS as he drove home from a Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity party during the early
morning of Nov. 11, 2005.
Shaheen was found dead along the road.
Yonts was reportedly served an alcoholic
beverage at Nick's Family Sports Pub and
was also witnessed drinking at the fraternity's party before the accident
"It will teach people to sober up or get
a driver," MSU senior Vinnie Lucido said
Friday in the Curris Center. "You've seen
what it has done to one person's life. Why
would you want that to happen to you?"
A former Lambda Chi member, Lucido
lived in the fraternity house the night of the
party involved in the case. Although he didn't know Yonts personally, he sat in the
courtroom Thursday morning for closing statements with vested interest.
Lucido felt Yonts' punishment was appropriate. The jury recommended the judge sentence Yeats to 20 years in prison.
"Very fair," Lucido said of the murder
conviction.
And others may help college students be
more responsible. Lucido said since Shaheen's death he's noticed restaurants carding
more underage drinkers. He also expects fra—
ternities and sororities to have stricter guidelines and better designated-driver policies.
, "Murray isn't used to seeing things like
this," said Lucido, a 21-year-old from Alton,
Ill. "It will have a great impact."
There's already been plenty of impact on
MSU's Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. According to Lucido, the national fraternity disassociated itself with many of the organization's members, including Lucido; yet the 61
brothers who were active at the time of the
hit-and-run death are named individually in
a wrongful death lawsuit filed by Shaheen's

•See Page 2A
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Ballots
won't
show
favor to
Richards

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
In an effort to be fair, the
Kentucky secretary of state's
office lists gubernatorial candidates on election ballots in
a rotating alphabetical order.
The system
is intended to
allow
each
slate to appear
at the top of
the ballot in
at least one of
Kentucky's
six congresdissional
tricts.
However,
Richards
House Speaker
Jody
Richards and running mate John
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times Y. Brown III, who are among
seven slates of candidates in
A lone student (top photo)
the May 22 Democratic gubermakes his walk across the
natorial primary, are the only
Murray State University
ones who won't get their names
campus Friday. Light accuat the top of a ballot anywhere.
mulations of snow Thursday
Secretary of State Trey
and Friday slowed some of
Grayson posted the line ups
the pedestrian traffic, but by
on his Web site Friday. The
mid-afternoon much of the
Richards-Brown ticket makes
light accumulation had disit no higher than second on
any of the ballots.
appeared and college activi"I think that the current balty was returning to normal.
loting system is less than ideal,
The same could be said
and it probably will hurt Jody
around Murray on its city
and I a small but insignificant
streets (at left). Some streets amount," Brown said Friday.
"I've seen a number of studin Murray remained someies that show that candidates
what snowy throughout the
being on top of the ballot often
day on Friday, but by late
have an advantage. But that's
typically in races that voters
afternoon most were begin
know little about. Because of
to clear. While temperatures
the nature of the governor's
remain bitterly cold this
race, voters are going to know
weekend, there is a chance
much more than they ever wantof flurries through Monday,
ed to about each of the major
candidates, and it won't have
• including a 20 percent
as much of an impact on the
chance Sunday night.
governor's race."
Grayson said political races
are a lot like horse races when
it comes to ballot positions.
"There is a lot of speculation about whether a horse
should start on the rail, in the
middle or in the auxiliary gate,"
he said. "History has shown
that it's the race horse, the
jockey and technique that matters, not where you start the
race."
Political scientists agree. said
Joe Gershtenson, director of
the Center for Kentucky History and Politics at Eastern
Kentucky University.
"Certainly, ballot order matters much less in a higher profile race, where people are going
to have much more recognition of the names and have a
pretty good idea who they're
voting for going in," Gershtenson said. "And so it's something where ballot order would
make very little difference."
Other Democratic candidates
nclude state Treasurer Jonathan
Miller, demolition contractor
Otis Hensley, Lexington attorGatewood
Galbraith,
TOM BERRY/ Lodger & Times ney
Hazel residents and city Neighborhood Watch leaders Venita Loranger, left, Louisville businessman Brucerable after two years of legal
and Deborah Aiken, center, are joined by Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum
turmoil, is being challenged for
signs
around
Hazel
Neighborhood
Watch
placement
of
to
announce
the
Friday
the Republican nomination by
this weekend. The Hazel watch group is riow 15 strong and are hoping to
recruit new members.
•See Page 3A

Signs will show Hazel's being watched
WATCH
PROGRAM
MEETING

U

The Hazel
Neighborhood
Watch is hoping that more
volunteers
will join the
effort A meeting is planned
for 1 p.m. at
the Hazel
Community
Center today
and all city
residents are
invited to find
out more
about the program.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. —Enough is
enough.
A group of Hazel residents are tired of their hometown being victimized by a
few who seem to have nothing better to do than to cause
trouble.
As a result, the group has
formed a Neighborhood Watch
to help put an end to the
harassment.
The group of about 15 or
so members expects to put
up signs around the city today
warning those that step outside the law that someone is
watching.
Hazel resident Venita Loranger. director of the West
Kentucky Community Services Homeland Security
office in Calloway County
and one of the chief organizers of the group, said she
and others decided recently
to take action against the van-

dalism and other public harassment seems to have increased
in the past few years.
"In the block that I live
in, some of us got concerned
about some of the suspicious
activities in our neighborhood
and because my program helps
to institute new neighborhood
watches I thought it would
be a good opportunity to get
involved," she said.
"They were concerned and
they have reason to be concerned."
The group is planning to
post eight "Neighborhood
Watch" program signs at all
main entrances to the city
sometime today; although
working out the legal details
concerning the placement of
the sighs on state right-ofway is still underway by Loranger and Calloway County
Sheriff Bill Marcum, who is
assisting in the anti-crime and

•See Page 3A
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III addition to Smith, five other MPD officers testified during the trial.
"I 4111 proud of the teamwork and professionalism displayed by the members of the
Slimily' Police Department in the investigation
and prosecution of a %cry difficult case," Claud
said in a statement "I would like to especially L minuend DeteL ti% e Kendra Smith who worked
Liitiraless hour, as the lead investigator of this
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- Iwo families were forever changed by the
iestilt of a had decision to drink and drive,"
lie said -Hopefully other people will see this
.1, an example of the tragic results that can
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Nancy England, right, comforts Richard Cox Friday after their church, The Lady Lake Church
of God, was destroyed by a tornado in Lady Lake, Fla. At least 14 people were killed early
Fnday as thunderstorms and at least one tornado struck central Florida.

Crews search for survivors, bodies after
severe storms smash Fla., killing at least 19
LADY LAKE. Fla. LAP/
Disaster crews with dogs went
from one pile of debris to another in a search for bodies Friday
after powerful storms, including
at least one tornado. smashed
hundreds of homes acrtiss central
Florida and killed 19 people or
more.

the second-deadliest
combination of thunderstorms
and tornados in Florida history.
Cutting a 40-mile swath of
destruction across lour counties
just before daybreak, terrorizing
residents of one rut the nation's
biggest retirement communities.
and leaving tree, and fields littered with clothes, furniture and
splintered lumber.
Residents helped pull the dead
from the ruins.
"It was scary, really scary."
'said Patrick Smith, who hyes in
the Paisley area, where at least
13 deaths were reported. He said
he saw a weather alert on television, grabbed his wife and "went
straight to the floor After the
stomi passed, he pulled the hi tes of a man and his 9- or 10year-old NOTI from a neighboring
house.
Honda's ell1Cfgent manage
Craig Fugate. said it
merit
ci Wid take several days to detei mine the exact number 44 dead.
and the main priority was finding
sun is ors who may be trapped.
Goy Charlie Crist declared a
state of emergency in tour counties. hut the worst damage was
reported where the twister
touched down in northern Lake
County and eastern Volusia
County In typical tornado fashion. the st trill hi psciity hed
across the landscape. demolish
mg some homes and leaving others virtually untouched.
"Our priority today is search
and rescue.- said (list. who
toured the damaged area in his
first natural disastei suite taking
office last month "FY enthing's
being done to get them the aid
and assistance that they need
spokesman
Lakc
County
Christopher Patton said there
were 19 confirmed deaths, all in
Lake County. about 50 miles
northwest of Orlando The dead
included at least two high sLhiiol
authorities
students.
said
Numerous imunes were report
ed, hut officials could not immediately estimate how many
Officials in Lake and Volusia
counties ordered dusk-to-dawn
It

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times

Harrison Yonts sits next to his attorney, Dennis Null. in Calloway Circuit Court on Thursday
after learning the 12-person jury returned from more than three hours of deliberations with a
guilty murder verdict, holding him responsible for the hit-and-rut i death of Nadia Shaheen, also
a Murray State student Several people following the case have said they hope the situation
serves a reminder of the dangers and consequences of drinking and driving

SheriffsLog

To find out
what's
happening,
kilos
in your
communityllk
read the

Calloway County Sheriffs Department
State Line
Road West at 12 43 a m Thursday EMS. Murray Fire
Department and Calloway County Fire-Rescue also responded.
•A caller from Stubbletield Circle said a female But:Sect was at the

• One male was arrested following an injury crash on
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r
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residence at 6 52 a m Thursday and had been involved in an
aifury crash EMS aiso was notified
Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies,
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A storm carrying a powerful tomadc,
killed at least 14 people as it swept
across central Florida early Fnday
Four counties have been declared
disaster areas and about 10,000
customers were without power
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SOURCES ESRi Arearne. Underground

in heavily damaged
areas to prevent looting and
injuries to residents trying to sift
through wreckage in the dark.
Authorities said hundreds of
houses, mobile homes and other
buildings were damaged or
destroyed. Volusia
Count's.
reported a preliminary estimate
ot Sf.f0 million in damage involving 500 properties.
Pie storm left yards strewn
with chairs, beds and clothes,
ku K ked tractorarailers onto
their sides as if they were toys.
and tore away roots. Debris hung
from trees, and sonic homes
were thrown off their foundations.
Bernadette Fields, 67, said two
of her neighbors in mobile
homes were blown through a
bedroom wall into Lake Mack.
Their bodies were found by their
own dog, she said.
Dotens of rescue workers -many hardened by experience
ith Florida's multiple hurritaneN -- went from house to
house. spray -painting big red X's
to mark the husks of buildings
that they had Lhecked Often
ihey found people who awoke to
the storm's roar and watched
their homes disintegrate around
them
Lee Shacer. 54, said he and his
wife. Irene, and their dog had
-about 111 seconds- to take shelter In a L:11)•,et before their root

curfews

was torn off
"Lver muscle and Nine in my.
body shook.- said Lee Shaver
outside his damaged home in
The Villages, one of the nation's
largest retirement communities

"It was terrifying. You're not
thinking consciously. You're just
trying to save your life," added
his 55-year-old wife.
Tornado watches had been
posted hours before the twister
struck, and warnings were issued
between eight and 15 minutes
before they touched down, said
meteorologist Dave Sharp of the
Natiikial Weather Service in
Melbourne.
But few people were listening
to the radio or watching televi
sion at that hour. and few- communities in the region have
warning sirens.
"The most dangerous tornado
scenario is a threat for killer tornadoes at night. and that was the
ase Sharp said.
The weather service estimated
the tornado had winds of
between 136 mph and 165 mph.
Sharp said. But that was based
on where the twister first
touched down and did not
include some of the harast-hit
areas, which researchers planned
to examine Saturday, he said.
Vent Huber. 87. said his weather radio alarm went off around
3,30 a.m and he and his wife.
Louedna. 81. huddled in the hall
and put pillows from the couch
on top of themselves.
was a deafening roar.Huber said.
Iii Lady Lake. the ('hurch of
God was demolished, its pews,
altar and torn Bibles left in a
tumbled mess. The 31-year-old,
steel-reinforced structure was
built to withstand 150-mph
winds. the Rev. Larry Lynn said.
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Obituaries
Crates C. Hanellne
•Cratus C. Haneline, 87, Mayfield, died Thursday. Feb. 1, 2007, at
6:06 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
, He had retired from the Kentucky Highway Department and
'attended The Remnant Church.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Virginia Sue Dick Haneline,
one son, Billy Gerald lianeline, his parents, Joe and Gladys
Derrington Haneline, three sisters, Euvah Yates, Estelle Nance and
Odell Dick, two brothers, Thelmer Haneline and Glenn Haneline,
and two half brothers, Otto Lamb and Toscoe Lamb. He was the son
of the late Joe Haneline and Gladys Derrington Haneline.
Survivors include one son, Bobby Haneline, Mayfield.
The funeral will be today (Saturday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Brown Funeral; Home, Mayfield. Rev. Phillip Reed will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Paul Speed, Howard Dick, Jerry Graham. Anthony Smith, Roger Palmer and Larry Harpole. Burial will follow in the Bazzell Cemetery in Calloway County.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

George Marco
AP

t Church
ed early

19

Mot%

Entombment for George Marco was today (Saturday)at 11 a.m. in
the mausoleum at the Murray City Cemetery. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of arrangements, but no visitation was scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice, MurrayCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mr. Marco,84, U.S. 641 South, Murray, died Wednesday, Jan. 31,
2007, at 1:30 p.m. at his home.
A retired Metropolitan Life insurance agent in Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
he was of Catholic faith, and an Army and Air Force veteran of
World War II.
Born Feb. 4, 1922, in Edwardsville, Pa., he was the son of the late
Paul Marcovitch and Mary Boresky Marcovitch. Also preceding
him in death were one sister and two brothers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Judith Marco, to whom he was
married March 13, 1979,in Las Vegas, Nev.;one stepdaughter, Mrs.
Romaine Benton and husband, David, Murray; two stepsons, David
Walsh and John Walsh and wife, Danita, all of Philadelphia, Pa.; one
sister, Mrs. Marianne Rodrequiz and husband, Joseph, Stewart, Fla.;
five grandchildren.
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The funeral for Ms. Linda White will be today (Saturday)at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Rev. Mark
Earheart and Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Pallbearers will be Trent Garland, Jeremy Sinter, Terry Butler,
Cody White, Preston Weatherly and Justin Crouse.
Ms. White,70, Crystalbrook Lane, Murray, died Thursday, Feb. 1,
2007, at 7 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Goshen United Methodist Church.
Born April 9, 1936, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late 011is Beach and Nettie Ray Beach. Also preceding her in
death were one son, Jerry Lee White, and one sister, Wanda Jane
Beach.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Vickie Garland and husband, Paul, and Mrs. Susan Suiter and husband, Larry, one sister,
Mrs. Julia Bell and husband, Jimmy, and one brother, Glen Beach,
all of Murray; nine grandchildren, Jeramie Salter, Kristen Crouse
and husband, Justin, Tiffany Weatherly and husband, Preston, Cody
White, Trent Garland, Kandis Garland, Chad Garland and wife,
Teresa, Brad Garland and wife, Debbie, and Angie Hale and husband, Brian; 12 great-grandchildren.

•Ballots won't ...
a "widespread and coordinated plan" to skirt state hiring
former U.S. Rep. Anne Northup laws.
Fletcher, the first Republiof Louisville and millionaire
race car driver Billy Harper can elected governor in Kentucky in more than 30 years,
of Paducah.
Fletcher was indicted last has maintained that the invesyear on charges that he ille- tigation was politically motigally rewarded political sup- vated by Democratic Attorney
porters with protected state jobs. General Greg Stumbo, who is
The indictment was dismissed running for lieutenant goverin a deal with prosecutors, but nor on a ticket with Lunsford.
Kentucky is one of three
the special grand jury later
that will elect a goverstates
case,
the
in
findings
issued its
saying Fletcher had approved nor in 2007.
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Global warming U.S. helicopter goes down north of
panel blunt on Baghdad, 4th such loss in two weeks
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A confirmed that a helicopter had 20. All three were believed to
temperatures,
down in Iraq gone down, but said he had no have been shot down.
U.S. helicopter
bleak future
The U.S. military relies heavily
on Friday, and America's top gen- other details.
went

PARIS(AP)— A panel of international scientists predicted
Fnday that global warming will
continue for centuries no matter
how much people control pollution, in a bleak report that blamed
humans for killer heat waves,
devastating droughts and stronger
storms.
The report said people were
"very likely" the cause of global
warming — the strongest conclusion to date — and placed the burden on governments to take
action.
"It's later than we think," said
Susan Solomon, co-chair of
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change.
Man-made emissions of greenhouse gases are to blame for
fewer cold days, hotter nights
heat waves, floods and heavy
rains, droughts and stronger
storms, particularly in the Atlantic
Ocean, the 21-page report said.
It highlighted "increases in
global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of
snow and ice, and rising global
mean sea level."
Authors of the report called it
conservative: It used only peerreviewed published science and
was edited by representatives of
113 governments who had to
agree to every word. It was a
snapshot of where the world is
with global warming and where it
is heading, but does not tell governments what to do.
Yet if nothing is done,the world
is looking at billions of dollars in
costs adapting to a warmer world
over the next century, co-author
Kevin Trenberth said in an interview. He also warned of at least 1
million deaths in droughts, floods
and hurricanes.
The study said no matter how
much civilization slows or
reduces its greenhouse gas emissions, global warming and sealevel rise will continue for centuries.
"This is just not something you
can stop. We're just going to have
to live with it," said Trenberth, the
director of climate analysis at the
National Center for
U.S
Atmospheric Research. "We're
creating a different planet. If you
were to come back in 100 years'
time, we'll have a different climate."
Scientists fear world leaders
will take that message in the
wrong way and throw up their
hands,Trenberth said. Instead, the
scientists urged leaders to reduce
emissions and adapt to a warmer
world with wilder weather.

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
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•Signs will

Town Crier
NOTICE
Dexter-Almo
• The
Heights Water District will
meet Monday at p.m. at the
District Water Office located
at 351 Almo Rd.
• The Calloway County
Board of Education is scheduled to meet Thursday at 6
p.m. at North Elementary
School.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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for patients in Murray, Ky.
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Adult Health

qp

eral acknowledged that its aircraft
were increasingly in danger from
ground fire in a place where
flights are crucial to avoiding the
dangers of roadside bombs and
insurgent ambushes.
It was the fourth helicopter to
do down in two weeks, highlighting the dangers facing American
forces as they gear up for a security sweep to tame the capital and
surrounding areas.
Witnesses and local police said
two helicopters were flying
together when gunmen opened
fire, sending one of the aircraft
crashing to the ground, smoke
trailing behind it, near Taji, an air
base just north of Baghdad. Maj.
David Small, a spokesman at U.S.
Central Command in Tampa. Fb.,

To schedule
appointments call:

270.753.4616

• Murray, KY
Medical Arts Building • Suite 109 East • 300 South lith St

From Front
sign placement effort.
Neighborhood
Hazel's
Watch group started a few
months ago when concerned
neighbors became angry about
the vandalism, noise, speeding,suspicious activity and even
possible drug-related crimes
around the city.
During the past few years
the Hazel Community Center,
the downtown business district
and other areas of the town
have been vandalized. There
have also been reports of speeding on city streets that are
marked with 20 mph speed limit
signs.
Most of those participating
in the watch group choose not
to be identified because they
don't want potential law breakers to know just who is watching. However Deborah Aiken,
a former Chicago resident who
recently moved to Hazle, said
she wants to do all she can
to put an end to the harassment.
"I've been watching the
neighborhood and some of the
things going on. I see it," she
said. "There's a lot of suspicious activity going on that

Gen. Peter Pace, chairman of on air transportation in Iraq to
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said avoid roadside bombs and insurFriday that clearly,"ground fire ... gent ambushes and the recent
has been more effective against spate of losses has raised quesour helicopters in the last couple tions about whether Sunni insurweeks." The comments marked gents and Shiite militias may have
the first time a military official stepped up attacks on helicopters
has publicly acknowledged the
or may have received new sup
recent crashes were caused by
plies of shoulder-fired anti-airground fire.
craft weapons. Sunni insurgents
"I've taken a hard look at that,
are already known to have anti
don't know whether or not this is
aircraft weapons as well as rmkstatistically what's going to hapgrenades and heavy
et-propelled
pen over time, when you're flying
guns.
machine
at that level and people are shootSince May 2003. the U S miliing at you, or if this is some kind
of new tactics or techniques that tary has lost 54 helicopters in
Iraq. about hall it them to hostile
we need to adjust to.Three other helicopters — two fire, according tit tigures comBrooking.
the
by
piled
military and one civilian
have been lost in Iraq since Jan. Institution.

••

could be drug related. So I'll
keep on watching."
Loranger noted that a recent
drug bust in the Hazel by law
enforcement was assisted by
two Watch-group members who
noticed late-night activity and
contacted authorities.
Marcum said Friday that he
plans to renew a now-defunct
agreement with the Hazel City
Commission that would resume
20 extra hours of law enforcement presence in Hazel in addition to regularly scheduled
patrols.
"We're going to get a deputy
down there," Marcum said during a meeting in Loranger's
office. "Whatever we've got
to do we're going to get one
down there."
The agreement was canceled
in September at the request of
former Sheriff Larry Roberts,
who told the commission he
did not have enough manpower to fulfill the contract;
although sheriff's deputies
would always be on call should
they be needed.
Roberts said then that he
hoped the contract could be
picked back up once the department recruits more deputies.
Marcum said he would make

arrangements soon to renevi
the agreement
"I've still got to get togethr
er with the commission anti
I know they've still got some
money allotted for that." hi
said. "I'm going to use exist:
ing officers. Of course I'm try:
ing to get two more. But if
we have to, we'll use exist:
ing guys doing a couple of houri
overtime. I just have to gel
them scheduled in after I talk
4
to the commission.'"
Aiken said the extra IA
enforcement presence would!
help.
"If they would come arouna
more often it would.- she said.
"Maybe if ,hey could see j
(police) car drive TitilitAd the
neighborhood then maybe they
would start looking out. If thec.
know there is one in the neighborhood they kind of stay away.
"The (deputy) that was there
before, he did that.But whether the agreement
is renewed or not. Loranger say.,
the Hazle Neighborhood Watch.
is here to stay and will continue their vigilance. Loranger
said.
"We're not going anywhere,
she said.

•

convenience
Medical care when you need it.
Being sick is never convenient. When
you - or especially your little ones - are
sick, the last thing you need is a
hassle getting into a doctor's
office
Primary Care Medic -1
Center provides medical
care when its convenient
for you - including
evenings and weekends

lit

1
9

If your daughter deve
ops a fever after dinner,
or your son is injured at
his Saturday morning
baseball game Primary
Care Medical Center Is
ready to lend a hand You do
not have to make an
appointment or an expensive trip
to the emergency room

3
19

Mon - Fri: 8am - Itp,rn
Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm

Primary rt
4/
Care
MEDICAL CENTER
Family Pricuce• term!*dont • Peiltstnr
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Extended office hours
are good idea for clerk
As we all know, campaign promises are one thing.
Seeing them through to reality is another. That's iust
the way of the political world.
Monday, one campaign promise will come to light
when the Calloway County Circuit Clerk's office
expands its hours, per the plattorm on which new
(Jerk Linda Avery ran.
Prior to her campaign for the position, Avery had
heard about the need of added hours to cater to those
people who may have to renew their driver's licenses
or pay a ticket or need some other function of the
clerk's office hut are unable to because of work or
other time conflicts.
That became a ft)cal point tor her and voters took
note. Monday -- with new hours ot 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m
on Mondays through Thursdays and 8 a.m. until 4:30
p.m. on Fridays -- that new schedule will begin.
01 course, there may be a few bumps as there are
with anything new. But the clerk's office staff, along
with the Callor,vay County Sheriff's Office (which provides security at the Judicial Building), have been
working to make sure there are no gaps in service or
safety and that overtime costs are avoided.
Nevertheless, the idea was a good one and hopefully will serve Calloway Countians for a long time.
The clerk's office is located on the first floor of the
Calloway County Judicial Building on Fourth Street.
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Lessons Congress can learn
candidates, and lobbyists and
As the 110th Congress
their employers may not give
comes out of the starting
of value" to a leg"anything
gate. there is much debate in
By George C.'fl-outman
islator or a member of the
Washington about ethics rules
legislator's family.
& Romano Mazzoli
which will apply to our U.S.
The members of the Kenand
Senators
Representatives.
including Court of Appeals
1993, our legislature had an
tucky General Assembly
Many provisions under conand
Lester
Charles
Judges
"in-house" ethics process
deserve immense credit for
sideration in Congress are
Paul Gudgel brought years of
similar to the current system
effective ethics laws
enacting
similar to legislative ethics
judicial experience to the
in the U.S. Congress, in
and creating this strong,
laws which have been in
Commission.
which Senators and Repreindependent commission to
place in Kentucky since
These and many other
sentatives are asked to inves1993.
monitor those laws, to make
and
retired public officials
tigate allegations and resolve
available a tremendous
We encourage members of ethics questions involving
civic-minded pnvate citizens
amount of information about
Congress to look to Kenhave consistently interpreted
other members of Congress.
ethics and lobbying, and to
tucky for a model of a comKentucky's
enforced
and
When Kentucky legislators
assure the public that the
prehensive ethics law, and
fairwere debating the creation of strong ethics laws with
laws are being followed.
more important, for an outness, and with a notable
the independent ethics cornstanding example of an indeAlthough some members
absence of partisanship or
mission, the most effective
pendent ethics agency that
of Congress appear reluctant
politics.
proponents of the idea were
ivorks.
to embrace independent
Including retired elected
legislators who had served
After 14 years of ethics
ethics oversight, we are able
officials along with pnvate
on the old ethics committee.
oversight and enforcement,
citizens assures a balance of ,to report that after working
These legislators understood
the Kentucky Legislative
views, with some members
with the independent Legislahow difficult it could be to
Ethics Commission has
understanding the perspective
tive Ethics Commission since
sit in judgment of colleagues
received a resounding
of elected legislators. while
1993, members of the Generon ethics issues, then walk
endorsement from state legisthe majority represents an
out of the meeting and ask
al Assembly overwhelmingly
lators
outsider',y perspective.
those same colleagues for
believe the C'omtnission
In a recent survey, KenKentucky legislators regusupport on a bill or amendworks better than "in-house"
tucky legislators were asked:
larly seek guidance from the
ment.
ethics committees.
independent comnussion, ask"Which do you think is
Just as important. KenWe hope Congress will
inure effective in overseeing
ing the types of questions
tucky legislators knew the
take note of Kentucky's
which members of Congress
legislative ethics rules: com- • public was demanding that
experience: independent
may be reluctant to bring to
mittees of legislators such as
ethics rules be enforced by
ethics oversight makes sense,
a committee which includes
those in the U.S. Senate and
an independent, bipartisan
members vs ill support it. and
members from the opposite
U.S House of Representagroup of citizens. In the
it works.
political party.
tives, or an independent
years since, the General
All lobbyists and their
commission such as KenAssembly's wisdom in this
Mr George C. Troutman
employers in Kentucky are
matter has been proven contucky
of Louisville is Chairman of
the
with
register
to
required
elusively.
KenOc er 97 percent of
the Legislative Ethics Comethics commission, and to
Over the past 14 years.
tucky 's lawmakers said the
mis.sion. on which he's
regularly report on their
the Legislative Ethics Cornindependent commission is
served since 1994.
activities in a format which
mission has been led by a
inure ettective than commitlion. Romano L. Mazzola
easily
makes
commission
the
spiritpublic
of
group
strong
tees controlled by legislators
of Louisville served in the
available to the public.
ed citizens, including retired
in monitoring ethics laws
S. House of RepresentaLobbyists are prohibited
legislators such as Sen.
and advising legislators on
tives from 1971 to 1995, and
from making or delivering
Georgia Powers and Sen.
those lay,'..
Ica% appointed to the Legcampaign contributions to
Doug Moseley, along with
Before the Kentucky GeniOtilive Ethics Commission in
legislators and legislative
eral Assembly established the Rep. Pat Freiben and Rep.
2005.
Lloyd Clapp. Retired jurists.
independent commission in
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✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.corn.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
V Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
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✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
Of reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & limes
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Our Elected Officials
State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

Room 329J Capitol Annex
e-mail melvir henley dIrc ky go,.

State Sen. Ken Winters (R-Murray)
f-rankforl Ky. 40601

Legislative Offices Capitol nnex
1-800-372-7181
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Saber-tooth tiger of the South
the five-year classes at West Point,
graduating near the bottom of the Class
of 1859. Nicknamed "Point" because he
was so small, he would become the ,
most famous member of that class,
Sent to New Mexico upon graduation.
he earned a new nickname, "Fightin'
Joe" after he and a fellow trooper
drove off an Apache war party while
he was en route to his new post. Two
years later, he resigned to enlist in the
Confederate service.
Assigned to Braxton Bragg's command in Peninsula, Wheeler was part
of the Bragg-led troops sent northward
when the Confederates rallied around
Corinth and Shiloh in 1862. To everyone's surprise. Col. Wheeler's regiment
was appointed acting brigadier general
of a provisional brigade in Jackson.
Tennessee. jumping over several officers
who outranked him.
He returned to his regimental post at
Shiloh. but he continued to catch the
eye of General Bragg. and when Bragg
look- command of the western army
Other ./klbert Sidney Johnston was killed
and Beauregard\went on sick leave).
Sonic k.a‘alrymen drew more public
Wheeler moved steadily up in visibility
attention and acclaim than did others.
and prestige and rank, serving as eyes
The Union had George Custer and Phil
and ears for Bragg's army in the KenSheridan. but the South had Nathan
tucky invasion and the exodus from
Bedford Forrest, John Hunt Morgan. J.
E. B. Stuart. and Wade Hampton. Rebel Middle Tennessee to Chattanooga. When
Bragg was replaced by Joe Johnston
cavalrymen out-fought northern ones
after the Chattanooga debacle. Wheeler
until late in the war when rebel horses
enjoyed equal esteem from Johnston.
became harder to get and harder to
Biographers say Wheeler was a
feed and when northern units had endless supplies and had learned tactics
stickler for following orders. His commanders knew they could count on
from their enemies.
that, even when they gave him the
One of the important Confederate
wrong orders. Consequently, he seldom
cavalry leaders lost in the shadows of
Morgan. Forrest, and Stuart was "Fight- showed the eccentricity or creativity of
movement that Morgan and Forrest
ing Joe- Wheeler. Oft-published Civil
exhibited. He fought hard for Hood
War historian Edward G. Longscre has
around Atlanta, and when Hood moved
rescued the miniscule general from
north into Tennessee, Wheeler was
obscurity in "A Soldier to the Last:
released to pursue and harry Sherman
Mai Joseph Wheeler in Blue and
on his March through southeastern
Gray" (Potomac Books, Inc., 2007, 288
Georgia and the Carolinas.
pp.).
He made some enemies along the
Georgia-horn Wheeler was in one of

Bavk in 19511 I bought a Civil war
saber found in a field near Pulaski,
Tennessee. and spent the summer cleaning the rust off it. It is heavy. and I
otter. wonder how a cavalryman had
the strength to swing it in battle.
Cavalry played a major role in the
Civil War, but as the
war progressed, dramatic saber charges
and clashes diminished. Mounted soldiers preferred . sixshooters and carbines
land late the war.
Union riders got
repeating rifles) over
swords. Increasingly.
cavalry dismounted
and fought skirmishes
12r
S°
in line and on foot.
By Larry
Most of the time they
McGehee
were Out scouting or
wrecking railroads or
Syndicated
protecting the rear for
Columnist
retreating foot sol-

b./

S
44 444. 44.4 elk .0.4. 4444116-

44,

•14.

N,kas,.. Sonic otticers he .commanded had
more seniority than he, and that proved
troublesome_ His youthfulness worked
against him, for he cc as for a while,
age 26. the youngest general in the
Confederacy. He made a vicious enemy
of Forrest, whom he commanded in a
futile effort to retake Fort Donelson,
and leading Forrest to send word to
Bragg than he would refuse to ever
serve under Wheeler again.
He wore out a stable of horses,
staying on the road and in the saddle
almost continuously through the War. In
one episode. he fought so long that he
almost got captured and had to escape
by jumping his horse into the Duck
River in Tennessee. Much of his service was in recotfriaissance. in capturing
supply trains and destroying railroad
bridges, in deluding the enemy about
movements, and in fighting skirmishes
and rear-guard battles, but increasingly
he saw much conflict.
As he followed Shemian in the last
months of the war, his men gained a
bad reputation for being worse scavengers than Sherman's famous "bummers".
After the war, he married an Alabama lady. moved to Alabama, and
served several terms in Congress.
Then, in another surprise appointment—
this time as one of the oldest active
generals in the U. S. Army, he served
in command of a major force in Cuba
in the Spanish-American War. One of
his units was the Teddy Roosevelt
group of Rough Riders, and Wheeler
made headlines himself by leading his
troops into battle without waiting for
the other four divisions to coordinate
with him.
Ever resourceful and ever brave,
Wheeler made -his cavalry the best
trained unit in the western theatre.
Eager for glory, he got it time and
again, and today's Wheeler Dam stands
as witness to the acclaim his region
accorded him:
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Personal savings hit new low
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ings rate in 2006 followed a
0.4 percent negative rate in
AP Economics Wnter
WASHINGTON (AP) — 2005. There have been only
Amencens have a negative sayings
People are saving at the low- four years in history that the
rate for the second year in a row
est level since the Great Depres- savings rate has fallen into
Personal savings rate
sion, and that could be a prob- negative territory. The other
12 pe.cwIt
lem for the millions of baby two were 1932 and 1933 durboomers getting ready to retire. ing the Great Depression.
During the Depression, when
In fact, the Commerce
Department reported Thursday as many as one in four peothat the nation's personal sav- ple were out of work, houseings rate for all of 2006 was holds were exhausting savings
a negative 1 percent, the worst in order to pay the rent and
buy food.
showing in 73 years.
Last year's negative rate was
The negative rate means peo-2
ple are spending all of the attributed not to a lack of jobs
06
:A
6E.
66
'56
money they have left after pay- but to good economic develAP
Commetce
Depernueul
SOURCE
ing taxes — and then some. opments — including low interattracit
made
that
fates
est
savings
They are dipping into
the upper levels of the income
or increasing their borrowing tive to borrow money to make scale. They have also benefitpurchases and also to refinance ed from a rel-xliinding stock marto finance current spending.
It's no surprise to Nancy home loans.
ket.
LISA SATTERWHITEChamber photo
While the Federal Reserve
"Wealthy indiv iduals base
Jim and Valita Vaughn of Jim's Auto Repair are excited to be at 916 Coldwater Rd., on the cor- Harvin, 44, of Washington. "I
was raising interest rates for part become very wealthy and thev
myself,"
saving
with
struggle
Jim
experience,
works
ner of Hwy. 121 Bypass serving the community. With over 35 years of
she said in an interview. "I of last year, those increases now have a larger nest -egg
on all makes and models of automobiles. Open Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., look
think we are consumer-driven. followed an extended period and therefore they are spendfor their oil change coupon in February's Murray Marketplace. Call Jim's Auto Repair at 759- We have to have things."
when the Fed had driven rates ing more of their current income
9624.
Scott Cooke, 48, said he down to the lowest levels in than they have historically: said
was starting an interior design more than four decades.
Mark Zandi. chief economist
Low interest rates helped to at Moody's Economy.com.
business in the Washington area
and didn't have the resources fuel a boom in housing purThe savings rate is cotnputchases, which in turn helped ed by taking the amount of
to save.
"I'm living from check to to drive home prices higher. personal income left after taxes
That led to a surge in mort- are paid, an amount known as
check," he said.
Surveys indicate the nation's gage refinancings with people disposable income, and subtractspendthrift ways are not like- using their higher home val- ing the amount of people's
ly to change any time soon. ues to get money to spend on spending.
More than a third of 2,000 adults other things.
The Pew survey, which had
p.m.: CPR for the Pro ResMSU Racers Basketball
Refinancings gave home- a margin of sampling error of
Did you know... The
questioned recently by the Pew
cuer Re-certification: Feb.
vs. Eastern KY. RSEC. Feb.
Research Center said they often owners an additional $900 bil- plus or minus 2.5 percentage
Dr. Marvin Mills Human
18. 1- 4 p.m., other sessions
8. 7:30 p.m.
or sometimes spend more than lion to spend last year, a big points, found that people with
Rights Community Breakfast
factor in driving the savings college degrees were more likeMSU Lady Racers Basket- to follow, call 753-1421 to
they can afford.
is Feb. 19 in the Curris
ball vs. Morehead State.
The young and the poor rate lower.
register.
ly to say they were saving Center Ballroom at 8:30
Another factor at work is enough compared to those with of Columbus
trouble saving.
most
Knights
the
have
p.m.
5:15
10.
Feb.
RSEC.
a.m.? Dr. C.B. Akins Sr..
MSU Racers Basketball
Some 42 percent of people 18 the rising income inequality in less education -- 41 percent
Bingo. K of C Hall. 332
Pastor. of
to 49 said they are likely to the country. The rich, who tra- to 29 percent.
vs. Morehead Stale. RSEC,
every Tuesday.
Rd..
Squire
First Baptist
spend more than they can afford. ditionally save the most, don't
The near-record low saving,
Feb. 10. 7:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
Church
Among those with household feel the need to save as much rate is occurring at a time
Kenlake State Resort Park
Welcome New Chamber
Bracktown
incomes below $30,000, some any more because their net when 78 million baby boomers
offering group cruises on the
Members:
in Lexingworth has been soaring with are preparing to retire.
percent said the same.
45
Stone
&
Paradise Resort
CQ Princess with weekend
ton, Ky..
The 1 percent negative say- fatter paychecks for those at
Harbor Condominiums. resort,
or dine & cruise packages.
will speak.
marina. accommodations. Rob
through Feb. 10. call 270This annual
and Traci Markum, 1024
474-2211 for more info.,
breakfast is
Paradise Dr.. Murray. 436www.parks.ky.gov.
hosted by
Basic Jewelry Techniques
2767.
Eta Beta
Business After
instructed by Beverly KietChapter of
Hours/Ribbon Cuttings:
zke, Murray Art Guild, Feb.
MSU Ag Dept. Soybean
Kappa
By Lisa
10 and Feb. 17. 10 a.m. during MSU game.
Night
Alpha Psi
Satterwhite
registo
noon. call 753-4059
Concourse D, RSEC, Feb. 8,
Murray/Calloway Fraternity,
ter.
County
6:30 p.m.. (business after
Jackson Purchase Area
Inc. Tickets
Chamber of
hours).
are $10 and Lincoln Day Dinner with
Commerce
The Murray Bank during
keynote speaker Republican
can be
MSU game, Concourse D.
National Committee Chairreser% ed by
RSEC. Feb. 14. 5 - 7 p.m.
man Mike Duncan: also
calling 270-809-5429.
business after hours).
Coming Up Around
speaking are Gov. Ernie
Northpointe Office Park,
Town:
Fletcher. Candidate for GovHwy. 121 Bypass,
1710A
Firewood Sale at LBL's
ernor Billy Harper and Can11 a.m. (ribbon cutIS.
Feb.
Campground.
Hillman Ferry
didate for Governor Anne
ting).
each Saturday in Feb.. 8
Northrup, Curris Center.
Heritage Bank, 210 North
a.m. - 4 p.m. Firewood sale
MSU. Feb. 10. 4:30 p.m..
12th St., Feb. 22, 4 - 6
is a result of trees damaged
$25. call 759-1556 for reserp.m. (business after
during the Nov. 2005 tornavations.
house). 5 p.m.
hours/open
do. $20 for required permit.
Pocahontas, Lovett Audito(ribbon cutting).
Motocross, Cherry Ag
12:30
12.
Feb.
rium, MSU,
The Frap House, 214
Expo Center, Today and Feb. p.m. and 730 p.m.: Feb. 13
15th St.. Feb. I, 11
North
10, exhibition race: 10 a.m.:
and 14. 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
cutting).
(ribbon
a.m.
pro race: 7:30 p.m.
p.m.: Feb. IS. 9:30 a.m.
EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION: Honor, celebration and cake went to Katie West (left) of
TOP
CeCe Winans, Carson
John Mayer Concert.
For more information on
Murray Thursday for winning the Employee of the Fourth Quarter and Employee of the Year
Four Rivers Art Center,
RSEC, Feb. 16. 8 p.m.. call
becoming a member of the
the Lakes Region for the Cabinet for Health and Family Services. West has been with
from
Tonight, 7:30 p.m.
•
809-5577 fortckets.
County
Murray-Calloway
the agency for more than 20 years exhibiting outstanding devotion as an employee and comMSU School of Ag &
United Way Chair Auction
hostor
Commerce
of
Chamber
passion for families in Calloway County. Presenting the awards at a surprise party were
Kentucky Soybean Board
presented by Murray Electric
contact
event
Chamber
a
ing
Seely, family support specialist (right). HEROES committee member and co-workJennifer
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1\iik LASER (270)761-4999
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50 or OLDER.?
Here's some good news!
State Auto's PRIME OF 1AFETN,-Plan rewards qualifying policyholders
with substantial auto and homeowners premium casings and enhanced

Center

Kopperud Realty's
qome de Week
No matter where your clients sit,
we can customize coverage for you.

insurance protection. That's coverage for fewer dollars

Contact our agency to learn more
about this exciting program.

Your best insurance

Ne'rt, friends you can depend on...
in your Prime of Life.

Xsmut AUTCY

Is a

good agent.

'Fne•Nrk yCho CAn

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451
Westaide • Court Square

Dan McNutt, AAI Greg McNutt. I 1 TI

The Insurance Center
of Murray

depend on

Mike Young ARM

901 Sycamore Street, Murray

1788 Neale Trail
GRACIOUS AND SPACIOUS! A custom 1.5 story home with 4
hr, 2.5 baths on I acre. Conveniently located with a country setting. This home has many custom features. A 32 foot screened
room, two living areas with fireplace and woodstove, kitchen with
breakfast area plus a formal dining room and even a 36x48 out
building with water, electricity and a darkroom. $194.900 ml'.
/16756

711 Main St.

I .12

270-753-8355
011111313
INISUIRANCE
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Masonic Lodge will meet Monday
for work in apprentice degree

HospitalMenus
"Heart Stuart- is the program
tor the menus in the cafeteria
of Murray -Calloway County
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etable medley cream oi boa
L. oh soup
prime sea strips.
Friday
chopped steak wihrown graty.
'turkey di an. hied apple

Photo provided
PLEASURE COOKERS CLUB: Judi Little, left, hosted the January meeting of the Pleasure
Cookers Homemakers Club and demonstrated how to make the recipe, Twice Baked
Croissants, assisted by Linda Deidrick, right. The next meeting will be Feb. 22 at 6:30 p.m.
at the Calloway County Extension office and any interested persons is encouraged to attend.
For more information call 436-5132 or 293-6959.

SeniorActivities
By TERI COBB
Activities director
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The Angels Community Clinic
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SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11 • 11 P.M. TO 3 P.M.
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Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray

I heTe•s tnt atici
watching tut bac k
one is placing iootpruit.,,
it is a noteil taLt
l's rig
gist' s ntiI it l tor ttt soul
I may not know it's an Angel.
But they are there to enfold
let Ii of us earthly beings
tioni the loneliness and cold
The Looplegged Bum
By Stephanie Cunningham
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who slat s straight and works
hard during the day
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Complete Ear Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Or. l'hillip Klapper

Beverly Jones 'Audiologist
Patricia Rlapper RN- Hearing Aid Specialist

)))

Physician's Hearing Center
Wheal Arts Building Suite 304 E
?00 Smith Sth Street • Murray. KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

Constance Alexander has rescheduled her reading of her literary works on Monday. March 5, at 7 p.m. in The Stables
at Murray State University. The program was canceled because
of the weather on Feb. 1

Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
in the computer lab. Baked
halibut, garden blend rice, peas to 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart. Perand carrots, whole wheat roll sons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
and tropical fruit mix will be is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.
on the lunch menu.
Thursday events will be
Strength and Stretch Class at
X a.m., Kentucky Legal aid at
Calloway County High School will host a pre-season tennis
830 a.m. but please call the clinic at a cost of $55 or $10 per hour at the Kenlake State
center to make an appointment. Park Tennis Center.Sessions will be on Wednesday from 4 to
Ceramics Class from 9 to 11 6 p.m., Thursday from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. and Friday from 4
a rn.. Shuffleboard League play
to 6 p.m. It is open to any area high school students. For
at 930 a.m. and movie mati- information e-mail Daffa.Benson0Calloway.kyschools.us or call
nee, —the Illusionist,- rated 759-0029.
PG-13, at I 2:30 p.m. in the gym.
On the lunch menu will be
herb roasted pork. baked sweet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
potatoes. Brussels sprouts. marthe Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all musigarine, whole wheat roll and
cians and listeners. For more information contact Velvaleen at
(rutted gelatin.
753-6979.
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8 or 9 a.m.,
Open Bridge at 10 a.m., Blood
Calloway County High School Touchdown Club will hold
Pressure checks from 9:30 to
10:30 a.m. and Stride with an informational meeting Sunday at 2 p.m. in he CCHS fieldPride Walkers at 10 a.m. Learn house All parties are urged to attend as officer elections and
"Knitting tor Beginners- in craft committee designations will be held.
class :0 12:30 p.m. in the gym.
'testy chicken. sat ory carrots.
All persons interested in Calloway County High School ProItalian pasta salad, whole wheat
bread and winter fruit cup will ject Graduation are asked to attend a meeting Monday at 5:30
he on the lunch menu.
p.m. in the high school cafeteria. For information call KimMurray-calloway Senior Cit- berly Walls at 762-7375.
ric:1)s Center is a United Way
agency.
Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet Monday
at 6 p.m. at the No. 1 fire station of Calloway County FireRescue on East Sycamore Street, Murray.

CCHS will host tennis clinic

Four Rivers group will meet Sunday

Touchdown Club will meet Sunday

Project Graduation meeting planned

Fire Protection District will Meet
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Alexander program rescheduled
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By Dorothy Locke Inman
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indoor walking. Fitness Aerobics Class will not meet. Bingo
at 12.30 pin. and Line Dance
at 2 pin in the gym. Baked
chicken. mashed potatoes. broccoli. whole wheat roll, fruited
yogurt and raisins ill he on
the lunch menu
Tuesday es ents itt 'Ude
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X a In a presentation oil 'I!.pe
2 Diabetes ith a light brunch
set ed al 9.4S and 10 a in
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ill
111 01 a tn
in the education
room. Wise Owl Book Club
at 12:30 p.m. in the education
room and Ping Pong at 12:30
p.m. On the lunch menu will
be hamburger on bun, lettuce,
tomato, onion, baked potato.
ketchupimustard.
California
medlet. orange and bananas
Wednesday etents include
Armchair Aerobics at 8 a.m.
I r 9 .1111.. Stride with Pride
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Registrationn for the Murray Calloway County Soccer Association spring season will begin today from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main St. Registration will also be on Thursdays. Feb. 8 and 15, from 5 to
8 p.m. The season will start March 3 and end May 20.

TOPS Chapter will meet

Center is

Selintt

lat

•

PG -

MCCSA registration starts today

it

See Page 7A

Public forum is scheduled

The Murray Independent School District
Local Planning committee (LPC) will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. at the Carter Administration building to discuss the formation and implementation of
its new facility plan. A public forum will be conducted at 7:30
p.m. for those in attendance to review the facility plan and
ask questions. Also on Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. the Murray Independent School District calendar committee will meet.

51,111)

tan

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Monday at the Masonic Hall on
y. 121 North and Robertson
Road North.
Work will be in the apprentice degree
at the regular meeting to start at 7:30
p.m., according to Bobby Hale, lodge master.
A potluck meal will be served at 6:30
p.m. prior to the meeting.
All Masons are invited to attend.
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Iti smoke.

she eoes is los, I he street
to hum ,igateitcs off oh a
pt-ison with a disability.
who makes less money than
she'
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e nickname' Which is

What Will It Be
By Lenda Easley
What will it be
could he about me
or a ball
or the fall
I could stall
Well how about a tike
or may. be a trike
No, F II Just say
Bye-Bye - you all!
Christmas Morn
By Michael J. Inman
Conic Christmas morn,
the children rushed
top see that little
Jimmy ho y get a
sought alter toy.
And little Miss Mary
got a flying fairy..
Mommy told Tony
Sr go out side to see
what Santa had brought.
It was his
much wanted pony.
The World In Peace
By LaShell Jones
[he world can live in peace.
With nature in the world
now.
The true and the false
has a meaning to everyone.
The world with lies does
not win.
The world with the truth
wins.

IE Nails
Jeri Elliott LPN
Perrnapent Cosmetics Artist
211 Moak
array, Kentucky 42071
270-293-K859
jr04)11100-0012
C.sistfteakta ANSI*

Dexter-Almo meeting Monday
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet Monday at 7
p.m. at the district -water office at 351 Almo Rd.. Almo.

Leader -Service Unit will meet
Girl Scoutleader Service Unit meeting will be Monday at
6:30 p.m. at the Girl Scout cabin on Payne Street. For more
information call Cheryl Hicks at 753-6016.

MWC board will meet
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Tracy Wortham,
president, urges all board members to he present.

Retired teachers will meet
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet
Monday at 11:30 a.m. for lunch at $2.50 per person at Murray Middle School. Entertainment will be by the MMS Chorus and Band.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles as well as blood pressure and pulse checks
Monday from 7:30 to 1130 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. at WalMart. Murray: on Wednesday from 7:30 to 11:45 a.m. and 1
to 2 p.m. at Save-A-Lot, Murray.

Support Group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
both parents due to death and to help each other through the
hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7537129. ,

Picture day is today for DES
Today from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. will be the last chance to
have photographs taken in the promotion by the Calloway
County DES Rescue Squad. Anyone who has not yet picked
up their pictures may do so anytime during these hours on
Saturday. "This has been the largest turnout we have had since
we started our picture fundraiser," said Ronnie Burkeen, rescue chief. For more information call Burkeen at 762-1714.

Prep Class scheduled
Calloway County Adult and Family Education, located at
1405 N. 12th St., Murray. will offer a free class to assist
adults in preparing for the math portion of the ACT. Classes
will be held Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10:30 a.m, to noon.
The six-week session will begin Feb. 6 and finish on March
15. Interested individuals call 759-5525 to register. This program is funded through Kentucky Adult Education.
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AH students attend management
institute in Washington, D.C.
Murray State University stu- Stumm' Slowiak,
Michael
dents, faculty and staff partic- Stanger, Jessica Weatherford
ipated in the 2007 American and Dwayne White.
Humanics Management InstiMcGill served as the AHMI
tute (MIMI), a nonprofit man- 2007 student representative.
agement educational sympoThe management institute
sium, in early January in Wash- provides an opportunity for stuington, D.C.
dents to network, participate
Accompanying Roger Weis, in simulated case studies and
AH campus executive director, a national collegiate dialogue.
to the institute were students and attend workshops by local
Sherri Anderson, Clay Boyd, and national experts in nonKevin Broy, Whitney Bush, profit management. More that
Ross Clark, Cortney Cook, Kory 580 students and faculty and
Cunningham, Natalie Cunning- more than 3(X) nonprofit corham, Michael Dennis, Tiffany porate leaders attended.
Elam, Rachel English, WhitThe purpose of the annual
ney Fowler, Aaron Grant, John institute is to expose junior
Green,
Harlan, and senior students to experiLindsey
Myshayla Herron, Kim Hill, ences they will encounter as
Vivian Hodge, Matthew Hunt, youth and human service agency
Jamie Jones, Jacqueline Jor- professionals. This unique edudan, Shih-Ni Lai, Amanda cational symposium is considLaszewski, land McGill, Jess ered the capstone professibrill
Miller, Nathan Moore, NaQui- development experience for stuta Olive, Jennifer Owen, Alli- dents enrolled in the Amerison Ridenour, Amber Roach, can Humanics nonprofit manAlexander Roberts, Damius agement program.
Robinson, Brandon Roddy,
The institute is held annu-

MSU photo by Jessica Bybee
Shown during the acceptance of the William W. and Helen E. Roberts Nursing
Scholarship are (from left) Dr. Randy Dunn, Murray State University president; Doug
Roberts, the son of Bill and Helen Roberts; Bob Jackson, associate vice president of
development and governmental relations at MSU; and development officer Jennie
Rottinghaus.

Nursing scholarship established at
Murray State by Roberts family
The late William "Bill"
Roberts of Murray, in honor
of his late wife Helen Roberts,
wished to establish the William
W. and Helen E. Roberts Nursing Scholarship for Murray
State University nursing students. Helen, a retired nurse
and volunteer at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, and
Bill, former employee of McKee! Equipment Co., deeply cherished the Murray community.
In turn, they desired to give
back to the community that
brought many blessings to their
lives.
The scholarship will be
rewarded to outstanding nursing students, with preference
given to students with a financial need and who plan to seek
employment at Murray-Calloway Copity Hospital after
graduation. Applicants must
have a minimum grade point
average of 2.5. and recipients
of the scholarship may reapply.
Bill, originally from Indianapolis, moved to Washington. Ill., with his family where
he later met Helen, who grew
up on the family farm on the
edge of town. The couple spent
most of their married years
together in Decatur, Ill. The couple have three children. Doug
of Centralia, Ill., and Christie
and Brad, both of Decatur, along
with nine grandchildren and
nine great-grandchildren.
The Robertses moved to
Murray after Bill retired from
AllState Insurance, and Helen
from St. Mary's Hospital in
Decatur. On the way back from
a visit to Florida, where they
were considering retiring. Bill
and Helen stopped in Murray.
It was their good friend Coleman McKeel who convinced
the couple to make, Murray
their permanent home.
They may have come to Murray to retire, but their Working career was far from over.
Bill, a former manager for the
1.1. Case Co.. soon found parttime employment with McKcel Equipment Co. When Helen
interviewed with the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
director of nursing. she was
hired on the spot. and asked
to begin work that same day.
Helen. despite being small in
stature, worked in the emergency room of the hospital,
and was soon given the nickname "bouncer- for her ability to handle difficult patients

and their families. Immediately after her retirement from
the hospital, she began volunteering at MCCH.
To everyone who knew them.
Fuzzy and Tiny as they were
lovingly called, were caring,
well-rounded Christians who
gave much of themselves but
wanted nothing in return. As
active members of the Murray
community, they attended First
United Methodist Church where
Bill served as treasurer. They
held season tickets to Playhouse in the Park and helped
MSU students move into their
dorms every spring.
Close friends and fellow
church members. Arvin and
Martha Crafton of Murray. truly
miss their special friends."Having known Helen and Bill for
only a few short years of their
lives, we became very good
friends. It did not take us long
to understand that they were
very family oriented and were
quick to show us recent photos of their new grandchildren.
They were very private people and never wanted anyone
to go out of their way to help
them out, even when it seemed
to be a necessity," say the
Craftons. "They did not want
any praise for their deeds."
Favorite pastimes of the
Robertses were gardening and
the upkeep of their four-acre
lawn. According to Martha
Crafton, Bill often commented, "The way I help Helen in
the yard is to stay out of her
way." Helen would often leave
fresh vegetables on her neighbors' doorsteps, leaving them
to guess where they came from.
Bill and Helen particularly
enjoyed admiring the hummingbirds that gathered around the
feeders on their sun porch.
Filled with Helen's special nectar recipe, the birds often consumed up to 10 pounds of
sugar per week. "During the

summer, birds by the dozens
flocked to their porch and Helen
and Bill enjoyed watching them
in the late afternoon," says
Martha Crafton.
The Roberts family believes
this scholarship to be an enduring memorial to their mother
and father. Though neither
attended MSU,they were strong
supporters of the university and
the nursing program. Helen was
thankful that nursing allowed
her to lend a hand to so many
in need. Her legacy of compassion lives in MSU nursing
students of today and tomorrow.
For more information on the
William W. and Helen E.
Roberts Nursing Scholarship
and other endowments, contact
Bob Jackson, associate vice
president of development and
governmental relations, at(270)
809-3023 or toll free at 11877)
282-0033, or by email at
bob.jackson@murraystate.edu.

ally in January "find rotates to
a different city each year.
Keynote speakers at the
event included David Eisner,
CEO, the Corporation for
National and Community Service; Diana Aviv, president and
CEO, Independent Sector. and
Ralph Smith executive vice
president, the Annie E. Casey
Foundation.
American Humanics is a
national alliance of colleges.
universities and
nonprofit
organizations that prepares and
certifies college students for
professional careers in youth
and human service agencies.
American Humanics is affiliated with more than 75 college and universities nationwide including Murray State
University, and partners with
more than 50 national nonprofit organizations. including
the YMCA. the March of Dimes
and Boy Scouts of America.

Photo provided

FLAG RETIREMENT: Boy Scout Troop 77 held a flag retirement ceremony at Paris Landing
State Park. Pictured, from left, front row, Josh Marvin, Joseph Cauthen, Daniel Garfinkle and
Hunter Smith, back row, Kristina Marvin, Doug Vander Molen and Brandon Myers, assistant
scout masters. Shown ,at right are the many flags retired.

FIRST YEAR GUARANTEE
15%!!!
Commission Rate
When Selling Your Horne!

"Want Faster Growth For Your
Retirement Funds?"
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MasterDex 10 Annuity is offering a 12c7'0 prem
bonus for a limited time AN funds added dun'
first 5 years also earn a 12% bonus
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2006 NISSAN MURANO S AWD

2005 MERCURY MARINER

2004 NISSAN XTERRA XE V6 4WD

2004 SATURN VUE V6 AWD
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•Menus ...
From Page 6A
sticks. *steamed zucchini.
*baby carrots, cheesy potato
casserole. *chicken gumbo.
Hungarian
Saturday
goulash. *oven baked chicken. *green bean-carrot blend.
*roasted potato wedges. fried
okra, soup of the day.
Sunday - breaded chicken
strips. *roast pork. baked
apples, macaroni and cheese.
mashed potatoes w/gravy.
*turnip greens, soup of the
day.
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Cold weather not good for fishermen
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Andrea Curd shows us her largest bass of the day. a 6- Gordon Curd
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cr in tremendous numbers.
When eonditions improse. they
begin to teed soraciously!
I know most of our local
anglers are aware of these condawns and what to expect and
prepare lor.
[losses el. when lake elevations arc very low. many areas
that were formally. good fishholding areas are almost void
of fish concentrations until the
eicsations rise again.
l'he cooler water temperatures cause most baldish to
gather in tremendous schools.

partly because there is safety
in numbers. However, when
there is a serious elevation
y:hange Vhat coincides with a
sevefe drop in temperature.
those fish present V. ill leave
that area.
Their body temperature is
that of the water, and the cold
weather is something they try
to avoid. Depths between 10
and 25 feet seem to he the
hover zone where they can stir- 2_
vise the winters.
If need be. they will make
a food run to locate the shad
baldish. gorge themselves and
return to the original depth
where they feel safe. and until
they become hungry again.
This is where the electronics pay off for anglers. Looking over an area, you can locate
large schools easily, it they are
present Getting' them to bite
a jig or minnow may he easy
or difficult, depending on the
moon position and the barsimeter.
Many local anglers have prepared areas that the fish use
each winter during the cold
water times.
The location is perfect tor
what these fish need in order
to survive. Man has learned
how to locate and duplicate
the needed materials, such as
stakebeds, hrushpiles. blocks,
etc.
That is how it's done, so ii
you are interested, start by locating deep safety pockets close
to a creek or sunken brushYou will see the fish there
and then learn how to catch
them. The more you learn, the
more you catch. As always.
the position of the moon is
very important. Stay warm and
don't take that life jacket off!
Happy Fishing!
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Waterfowl seasons come'to - an icy en
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The Royal and
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lion where the ducks were trying to:
land, again hunkered down behind.
the levee. At first light, ducks begot
to fly over the swamp in pairs and.'
flocks, always looping near the'
makeshift blind hut never dropping Into
hole beside the levee.
As the sun climbed above the trees.
we re-hoarded the boat and headed
for the makeshift blind, only to flare
a flock of mallards intent on lighting in our non-abandoned waters.
Once inside the blind, we huddled .
and shivered against a resolute north:
wind and single-digit wind chills while'
watching the clouds chase across empty
skies.
The morning was salsaged hy the
atore-mentioned pintail and a flock
of hooded mergansers that escaped with
a single casualty because slur guns were
trozen. By early afternoon, we were
watching the game of games on "IN
as our friends cheered from Rupp
Arena.
With duck season °s et., I made
one more foray into the held in hopes
of one more opportunity with the big
Canadian geese down at the most
perfect sit duck and goose ponds on
ink in-law's farm.
Although I was able to open a
clear hole in the ice with the mallard machine -- a trolling motor-type
there
device that stirs the water
was little evidence that geese of any
sort were within a thousand miles sit
the area.
Although I had intended to get in
one last day of hunting, work intervened and the season ended with the
promise of snow and vast flights ol
migrating waterfowl.
It has been a Icing two months sit
3 a.m wake-up calls, of greasy egg
and sausage sandwiches. There hate
been days of many ducks and days
of no ducks. But that's duck hunting. The golden days of watertow ling may be long since past, hut these
days -- regardless of the outcome
— are precious rust the same
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CALLOWAY COUNTY 64 MURRAY HIGH 43
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LOSS TO LAKERS

Racers at Jax State
Date: Today
Tip-oft: 7.30 pm.
Site: Pete Mathews
Co, Cape Girardeau,
Mo
Series
record:
Racers lead 6-0
Last Sleeting: Dec.
19, Murray Si. 72,
Jacksonville St 71,
OT
Coaches: Billy Kennedy (11-11, first
season, MSU); Mike LaPlante (85-111
seventh season. Southeast Missouri)
Radio/Television: Froggy 103.7 FM.
with Neal Bradley 8 Nathan Higdon
Probable Starting Lineups:
Murray State (11-11, 9-5 OVC): V Shawn Witherspoon, 10 0 ppg, 5.4 rpg,
F-Marvin Williams. 4.3 ppg, 2.3 rpg; GRay George, 78 ppg, 1.2 apg; G-Ed
Horton. 65 ppg, 3.5 apg; G-Bruce
Carter. 13.5 ppg, 57 rpg.
Jacksonville State (6-17, 4-10): FCourtney Bradley. 15.9 ppg,6.9 rpg; FHarold Crow, 85 ppg, as rpg; FAmadou Mboclii, 1 9 ppg, 3.3 rpg: GWill Ginn, 96 ppg, 3.9 apg, G-Nick
Smith. 7 6 ppg. 1 Oapg

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
It's been well over a month
since
Murray
State
and
Jacksonville State met for the
first time this season. And Much
has changed for the two Ohio
Valley Conference rivals entering tonight's rematch at
Jacksonville's Pete Mathews
Coliseum.
Back on Dec. 19, the
Gamecocks entered Murray
fresh off a win at Southeast
Missouri State and were looking
to even their conference record
at 2-/.
Meanwhile, the Racers had
just come off a grueling non- directions.
After a tough adjustment
conference schedule and were II in league play after splitting period with a roster full of new
their annual "Death Valley" road players, the Racers (11-11, 9-5
trip at Eastern Kentucky and ()VC) finally appear to be surging at just the right time, having
Morehead State.
The two expected contenders won three in a row and reaching
for the OVC crown needed an the .500 mark for the first time
extra session to decide their bat- this season with Thursday's 77tle at the Regional Special 68 triumph over first-place
Events Center. which eventually Austin Peay.
The recent resurgence has
went to MSU by the score of 72vaulted MSU into fourth place
71 in overtime.
Since then, the two squads
have gone in vastly different II See RACERS, 10A

COUNTDOWN TO SUPER BOWL XLI
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Blake McCuiston (20) goes strong to the basket as his shot is blocked by Calloway's Landon
Lockhart in the first half Friday night in Fourth District action at Murray High. McCuiston finished with two points for the Tigers, while Lockhart added seven for the Lakers.
Chicago Bears linebacker Brian Urlacher (54), linebacker
Lance Briggs (55), defensive end Mark Anderson (97), defensive tackle Alfonso Boone (70) and defensive end Adewale
Ogunleye (93) gather for a huddle against the Seattlik
Seahawks in the NFC divisional playoff football game in
Chicago, in this Jan. 14, file photo. The Indianapolis Colts face
the Chicago Bears in Super Bowl XLI in Miami on Sunday.
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
At times this season, scoring
has been an Achilles heel for the
Murray High Tigers.
But perhaps never moreso
than during Friday's Fourth
District matchup with crosstown
nval Calloway County.
The Tigers managed just one
field goal in the third quarter and
were outscored 22-6, as the visiting Lakers turned a modest
halftime lead into a 64-43 rout in
front of a packed house at the
NIHS gymnasium.
"We went through a really
had drought," said Murray head
coach David Fields. whose ballclub managed to hit only 14-of41 shots from the floor for the
game, including a paltry I-of-14
effort from 3-point range. "You
can't do that against good teams.
The bottom line is, you're going
to get beat every time when you
do that. They're a lot of teams
that find that out, unfortunately.
And it really bit us."
While their counterparts were
struggling mightily to put the
ball in the basket, the Lakers
were doing just the opposite,
finishing 23-of-43 from the
floor in winning their third
straight game and their fifth in
seven games after losing six of
seven in late December and
early January.
"It was a great third quarter,"
noted Calloway head coach
Terry Birdsong. "I thought we
did a much better job of handling their ball screens this
time. We've been working on
that a lot, and it showed.
"I'm just real proud of our
seniors and where we're at right
now. Our (tough) schedule is
starting to pay off for us," he
added.
The senior trio of forward
Wes Adams and guards Eric
Berberich and Wes Perry were
the difference for the Lakers,
who improved to 15-8 on the
season and, more importantly,
wrapped up a berth in the First
Region Tournament with the

By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) — Teams keep
score in different ways.
The Chicago Bears will not
always beat you.
But they will always heat you
up.
Few stones illustrate that better than the tale former linebacker Doug Buffone told on the
eve of the Super Bowl.
"We'd just lost a close game
to Detroit one year and I was
really steamed. I'm throwing
pieces of my uniform around the
locker room and suddenly Abe."
Buffone said. referring to former
coach Abe Gibron," shows up
next to my stool and says.'What
are you so mad about?'
"I said. 'Abe. we lost the
damn game.' So he says. 'Yeah,
hut we knocked IS Lions out of
the game.—
This is what Colts quarterback Peyton Manning has to
look forward to Sunday, a tradition that current middle linebacker Brian Urlacher has tried
to live up to from the day he
arrived in a tough town seven
seasons ago.

LADY LAKERS 65, LADY TIGERS 31

Cunningham bails out CCHS

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Calloway County head girls'
basketball coach Scott Sivills
cells Kayla Cunningham a veteran player.
The "veteran" tag is usually
reserved to players who are seniors, or maybe even juniors.,
Cunningham, though, is just
a 16-year-old sophomore. But
since she's been a varsity player
since the seventh grade, techniColts
Bears vs.
cally she has that four years of
When: Sunday
experience.
Time: 5:25 P.M.
The 6-foot-2 forward finTelevision: CBS(KFVS-12) ished with a game-high 25
Records Chicago (15-3),
points,including 11 rebounds, in
41.5-4)
Indian
helping the Lady Lakers earn a
65-31 victory at Murray High on
It begins with thefranchise's Friday night.
gruff founder. George Halas and
"I
thought
Kayla
runs through guys named Cunningham took the game on
Nagurski, Atkins, O'Bradovich, her back in the first half and kept
George, Ditka, Payton, Hampton us 'above water' persay," Sivills
and Singletary, and found its per- said.
Cunningham had 17 first-half
fect expression in a 1985 squad
that lost only one game. won a points, but the bulk of her scorSuper Bowl the following ing came in the second quarter.
January and left dozens of chalk where she tossed in 12 and was
responsible for six-of-eight
outlines in its wake.
"They did everything." points that sparked an 8-0 run
Urlacher said. "They took it after the Lady Tigers took a brief
away. sacked the quarterback, one-point(11-10) lead with 5:22
intercepted passes — they were to play.
Leah Dieleman led Murray
dominant. There have been
games where we were dominant High (6-15) with 15 points,
while Stacey McClure added
eight. Haley Armstrong finished
•See MONSTERS, 10A

with four, and Emily Benson
and Courtney Perry each had
two points.
No other player scored in
double digits for the Lads
Lakers (14-9) other than
Cunningham, but Beth Ross finished with nine and Rachel
Adams added eight.
Shelby Webb and Kayla
Seavers each had six. while
Monica Thurmond and Tiffany
Govern tacked on three points
apiece. Sam Butts and Whitley
McCuiston each had two, and
Brittany Fox finished with one.
Both teams ended the first
period of play tied at 7-7, but
Calloway regained the lead at
the break, going into the locker
room up 22-13.
Neither team caught the nets
on fire in the first half, as
Murray shot 3-of-I4 from the
field, where six of those points
came. The Lady Tigers were 7of-12 from the line, but hid-13
turnovers.
Calloway was 7-of-31 from
the floor in the first 16 minutes
and had 11 turnovers. But the
Lady Lakers were able to
outscore Murray 15-6 in the second stanza.
According to Lady Tiger
coach Rechelle Turner, the game
was going just as she would
•See CCHS, 10A

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Murray High's Emily Benson drives baseline past Calloway
County defenders Kayla Cunningham (front) and Rachel
Adams in the first half Friday in Fourth District action. Benson
finished with two points as the Lady Tigers fell 65-31
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it to at the onset
'I tell like the first quarter of
the game was exactly like we
wanted.. umer said "We got
them to take the shots we wanted them to take The only problem was we kept letting them
shoot it until the made IL'
I urnet
the tact that
het squad gave up a substantial
slie difference to Calloway. But
tor the ,'.it_ h. the diftereme
.anie on the glass and in the
turn/ /yet department
Murray
High
was outICh4q111dCd 40- 2fi and committed
14,1 torn mole turnovers than
their t tinterparts. 22 to IS
- 1 hey 'le a better basketball
helter at eYery
learn, the's,
position.'
ruiner
added
bigger. they're
1 hey 're
way stronger than our young
sits Itits It It. theill tor an out-

standing game.
the first to
he honest with our kids I told
them going into this week,
they're !viler than us
"But we want to compete. we
want to get better and use this
game as an opportunity But we
were Just outinalihed with thew
this year.... The thing I'm mob
ably most disappointed with
tonight is. I was going to use this
game as a measurmg stick to see
Just how much KC had improved
and to see what hope there was
jor us being better at this point.
In spots tonight, I saw improvement. But overall. I feel like we
have a long was to go
In the second halt. Calloway
caught a little tire, outscoring
the Lady Tigers 24-7. as Murray
was forced into sly miscues
"We were yery positiYe with
the kids at halftime and told
them to come out. The law oft
averages says that you're going

Calloway County 07 15 24 19 - 65
07 06 07 11-- 31
Murray
Calloway County 414-9) Cunningham
25 Ross 9 Adams 8 Webb 6
Seaver'. 6 Thurmond '3 Govern 3
Butts 2 McCuistor 2 ox K Junes
W Jones Wicixer
FG: 21-52 3-point FG: 3 '5!Webb 2
C,oningham FT I 7 2-3 Rebounds:
39 Fouls: 19
Murray 46-14) Lixeieman 15 McClure
8 Armstrong 4 Benson 2. Pember
4...rouch Winchester Liozy James
Stroup McAlister Sanders
FG: 7-35 3-point FG: 0-4 FT: 17-35
Rebounds: 23 Fouls: 18
to make your shots, eventually.
Sivills added. in the second
half, we hit our shots.The game is the final installment this season for the two
teams in fourth District action.
But depending on what Murray
High does nett Friday night at
Marshall Counts. the two teams
could meet up one 11111re tune in
the Fourth District -Fournament
at Calloway County'.
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Me halt
But anv thanves the tiger'. had ill stay mg with
the I aikers evaporated quickly in the third period
Adams got Calloway started with an offensive
rebound ,and a puthack. and George Gamer
who scored all six ot his points in the third quarter
- tossed in a lavup in transition for a double-digit
advantage Josh Miller then followed with hack hat is
put the Laker,in total v ommand
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KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCORES
Fridays scores
By The Associated Press

PREP BASKETBALL
BOYS BASKETBALL
Apollo 58 Muhlenberg North 50
Barbourville 70 Upperman Tenn 55
Barren Co 44 Glasgow 42
Beechwood 83. Heritage Academy 74
Belfry 73. Wilixamson W Va 22
Bell Co 55 Harlan 52
Breathitt Co 46, Knott Co Central 41
Calkoway Co 64. Murray 43
Calvary Che51tan 51. Gahanna
Christian Ohio 45
Central Hard., 73. North Hardin 66

Corbin 65 Williamsburg 45
Co'. Catholic 78 Campbell Co 50
East Carter 66 Boyd Co 54
Elizabethtown 71 LaRue Co 53

Pulask, Co 82 Rockcastle Co 61
Russell El Greenup Co 54
Scott Co 72 Huntington W Va 68
Silver Grove 85 Bracken Co 65

South Oldham 59. Anderson Co 47
Wayne Co 66. Knox Central 57

Touchstone Energy All A Classic
Quarterfinal
Bishop Brossan 45, Gallatin Co 44
Hazard 35, Cumberland 34
University Heights 26, Clinton Co 21

GIRLS BASKETBALL
Anderson Co 47. South Oldham 41
Barren Co 57 Glasgow 33
Boone Co 62, Coy Holy Cross 42
Breathitt Co 46, Knott Co Central 41
Calloway Co 65, Murray 31
Dixie Heights 61 Highlands 50
East Ridge 66. Pikeville 55
Elizabethtown 61 LaRue Co 21
Graves Co 64 Ballard Memonal 35
Harlan 58. Bell Co 45
.
Hickman Co 79 Fulton City 30
Holmes 71, Newport 29
Letcher County Central 69, Jenkins 27
Lone Oak 59, Fulton Co 56
Lou Ballard 88, LOU Seneca 39
Lou DuPont Manual 60 Lou Male 38
Lou Eastern 42. Lou Jeffersonlown 31
Lou Fern Creek 79, Lou Atherton 69
Lou Iroquois 97. Lou Doss 37
Lou Mercy 54 Lou Butler 53
Lou Portland Chnstian 47, Evangel
Christian 43
Lou Presentation 58 Lou Central 41
Magotfin Co 81 Belfry 66
Mercer Co 61 Wayne Co 55
Muhlenberg South 63 Trigg Co 27
Nelson Co 67 Marion Co 56
Notre Dame 59, Campbell Co 38
Perry Co Central 67, Leslie Co 54
Rockcastle Co 75, Pulaski Co 29
Shelby Co 63 Oldham Co 56
Shelby Valley 54, Johnson Central 48
Sheldon Clark 54. Lawrence Co 51
Simon Kenton 61, Conner 46
Upperman Tenn 73, Barbourville 34
West Carter 49, Lewis Co 37
Williamstown 62, Eminence 36

State All A Tairnament
Lloyd Memonal 65, Lou Collegiate 46
Touchstone Energy All A Classic
Let Christian 69. Carroll Co 41
Lyon Co. 63. Cumberland Co 59
Newport Central Catholic 44.
Bardstown 24
Paris 27 Somerset 22

•Monsters
From
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Murray High School's Chess Volp puts up this
shot over Laker defender Wes Adams in the
first half Friday night in Fourth District action.
Calloway Co
'
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this year, hut they were dominant
all season.
-11 we win the Super Bowl,
you're going to see the comparisons, but until then, there really
is none. And that's the only comparison there will be — if we
win the Super Bowl. Because
numbers-wise,- he added, they
blow us out of the water."
The 19K5 team had a considerable advantage not just numbers-wise, but in the number of
Outsized personalities and the
sheer intimidation they brought
to the table every week.
One look at middle linebacker Mike Singletary's wild
eyes across the line of scrimmage hinted at the fury-that was
about to he unleashed. And even
those lucky' enough to avoid
Singletary- often wound up in the
path of his outside tandem. Otis
Wilson and Wilber Marshall.
"lie was kind ot like a viper.,oavh Mike Ditka said, referring
II' Marshall earlier this week.
-Ile had great leverage. I saw
him hit Joe Ferguson in Detroit
once. I thought he killed him.While it's easy to see how
Chicago became home and
hearth to so many vicious
defenders over the scars
rarely risking high draft picks on

golden-armed quarterbacks or
soft-handed receivers — why is
a matter of some speculation.
Some accounts argue a punishing defense was the quickest
way to find an audience and
keep it in what was decidedly a
workingman's town during the
league's formative years; others
say the cold, wind and snow that
prevailed for much of the season
made an offense that relied on
the pass too risky a proposition.
Still others, like former
Dolphins running back Larry
Csonka. mentioned several times
by his contemporaries on the
Bears as the toughest guy they
played against, think the barnstorming tours the early Bears
teams embarked on set the tone
for their toughness in later years.
"When the game started, they
drew a line in the dirt somewhere, went at it, and may the
best man win," he said. "As
often as the Bears won back
then, it became not just their
trademark, hut their philosophy."
Buffone subscribed to the
same theory.
"Maybe because by the time I
got there,- Buffone said, "we
already had Butkus and Gale
Sayers
and
the
coaches
explained it to me this way:
'First we dismantle teams, then
we run over them.-

).:T CAI
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Van Haverstock

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415
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let Sayre 101 Lynn Camp 76
Let Tates Creek 55 Let Henry Clay
53
Lexington Catholic 84 Ler Latayette
69
Lou Ballard 107 Lou Seneca 68
Lou Collegiate 79 Villa Madonna 44
Lou DeSales 69 Lou Butler 51
Lou Doss 71 Lou Iroquois 64
Lou Jettersontown 45 Lou Eastern 41
Lou Trinity 49 Lou Waggoner 46
Lou Western 68 Lou Valley 53
Madisonville-North Hopkins 62. Ohio
57
Crolo
eacle Co 64. Breckinncige Co 42
Mercer Co 64 Washington Co 62
Nelson Co 53. Marion Co 37
Oldham Co 59. Shelby Co 50
Pike Co Central 65, Parisi 50
Powell Co 71 Owsley Co 51

Hogs hope to stop losing skid vs. UK
II hi I I !Ott K
l'attitk Rest I''.
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George Rogers Clark 82 Ashland
Blazer 61
Graves Co 73, Ballard Memonal 20
Hopkins Co Central 66 Union Co 62
Let Bryan
Einb
66
an Station 81. Let Paul

Pert
things started lot taiiotkay. scoring
the Lakers' first six points on his was to a 13-point
unng Adams also got into the act with a game_
high Is points, while Berhench tossed in 14.
tin the strength ot three Perry lay ups and a pair
buckets hy Adams.(VHS opened a 14-7 lead
q11,111C1
it el"
['he lakers extended to a
III point advantage I 19-9i on a deuce by Adams
and a ; p‘,1111CI 'nom •Berbench, :it'd appeared
read v to break the gannie wide open.
But the ['gets 19-111 kept within striking illshint e with baskets !tom Cole Hurt, Aaron Jones
and I 'hes, Volt) A Kenneth nice limper with I:2 1
lett in the halt pulled Murray to 1.1, ithin rust 25-19
Attermr.t the halttnne break.
!he way his team fought back despite monkc
cat Is ady ti sri y was a welcome sight tor Fir4ds.
-I didn't [eel like we played a ery good first
hall.- he said 'But to he down only siv. I tell like
it we could get something established going into
the second halt that we would be in a decent post n00
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COREBOARD1

Evangel hristian 75 Lou Portland
50
Franklin-Simpson 50 Todd Co Central
47
Fulton City 65 Hickman Co 61
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Chad
Parks
the new manager
of our
Murray Office.

TNIIMessmsaskaMieemramm,

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

Chad & the entire
Murray Serial! Family
are ready to serve
all your
Pest Control Needs/

We Want your Business & ALL our work is 100% Guaranteed.

'44,4en1 at I ases,ka
NBA
9p m

WOMEN S COLLEGE BASKETBALL

230pm
RA 'at Nebraska
4 30 pm
Sr 114,
144‘

L_

-

MA-

4
41a;
.'r-a
1-800-363-4720

reeky/
1604 St Rt. 121 N. Murray •(270) 753-6433 • 1-800-264-1433
www sf4rvallpostcantrol.com
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Card of Thanks
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Hip Wanted

al 41

Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary appointments have
been
made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
appointments should be
filed with the fiduciary
within six months of the
date of qualification:
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Many thanks from the Williams
Family to all the people who helped and
showed their sorrow, presence and flowers for Eddie Lee Williams.
Thanks especially to Greg Williams
and Justin Phillips and their families for
their support and devotion to Eddie and
Mickey.
Much appreciation to B&D Bar-B-Que,
Bill & Donna, and all the friends of Eddie
& Mickey that met there regularly and
for all their support, kindness and sorrow.
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Estate of: Joe W. Smith,
802 Minerva Dr., Murray,
KY 42071; Case 007-P-27:
Fiduciary: Hal E. Nance,
PO. Box 1201, Murray,
KY 42071; Attorney:
Warren Hopkins, 405 B
Maple St., Murray, KY
420712; Appointed: 01-2907.
Estate of: Ems Virginia
Henry, 141 John Crain
Circle, New Concord, KY
42076; Case 007-P-11;
Fiduciary: Melinda H.
Harrison, 631 Jordan
Way, Lascassas, TN
37085; Attorney: Gerald
Bell, P.O. Box 1075
Murray,
KY
42071;
Appointed: 01-22-07.
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Estate of: Edd Owen
Hodges, 2265 Scott Fitts
Rd., Murray, KY 42071;
Came
#07-P-18; CoFiduciary: Bobby
J.
Hodges, 614 Cohoon Rd..
Murray, KY 42071; CoFiduciary: Ronald P.
Hodges,321 Rodwood Rd.,
Murray, KY
42071;
Attorney: Stephen C.
Sanders, 204 B South
Sixth St.. Murray, KY
42071; Appointed: 01-2207.
Estate of- Manon Cude
Bazzell, Spring Creek
Nursing Home, Murray,
KY 42071; Case /07-P-17;
Fiduciary, Sandra Flood,
2828 St. Rt 94 East,
42071;
Murray,
KY
Attorney Sid Easley. 204
S. Sixth St., Murray, KY
42071; Appointed: 01-2207.

The Williams Family thank each and
every one of our friends and family. God
bless all of you.
Frvm Larry, Nancy, Reta, Paula, Tamnty,
Chuck and all the Williams Family #

9sosv rya, lova orize- etuat—yrivi
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Please forward resume,
credentials and references to.
P.O. Box 310-126,
Paris, TN 38242
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Help Wanted'

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
SEEKING information
on anyone who had an
elderly person being
cared for by Sharon
Gallimore. Call after
7:00 pm 293-2287
THE Murray Ledger &
limes considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Certified
Nursing Assistants.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
CURVES, 602 N. 12th
St.. is accepting applications for 6-8AM & 37:30PM shifts. Only
apply if y6u are energetic, self-motivated,
have an enthusiastic
personality and love to
work with people.

C.N.A.

Estate of: Joe David
Geurin, 413 Carty Rd.,
42071,
KY
Murray,
Fiduciary: Alison Daiwa!
Geurin. 413 Carty Rd.,
42071;
Murray, KY
Stephen
Attorney:
Sanders, 204 B Sixth
Street, Murray. KY 42071,
Appointed. 01-29-07

BELLYDANCING class
starts
Saturday,
2/10/07,
1:00PM2:30PM.
8 week session: $98.
Cal Family Fitness
Center 781-3737

Responsible persons to provide Relief Provider
Services
for
pevelopmentally
Disabled/Mentally
Retarded
adults
in
McCracken and Graves County area.
Applicants must be 21 years old with HS diploma/GED. Background check required. Send
resume/application to: Terry Hudspeth. Chief
Operations Officer. Four Rivers Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001
EOE

MASSAGE THERAPIST
Looking for a great career in a fast paced,
upbeat, smoke-free clinic while working
with other professionals to relieve pain? If
you are a positive, high-energy person,
look no further. Clients provided, benefits
offered, and guaranteed pay.

For further details, call 270-251-0907
and ask for Kelly.
Interviews to commence promptly.
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PICTURES - $12 EACH
(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
$8 more for a double spot

LOVELINE - $10 EACH

L

(no more than 25 words)

fif

Deadline for receipt
of pos
hot er love
lines is Wednesday,
February 7 at 5PM.

To

two of the cutest little Valentine's
we know, Madison & Parker Hobbs
We love you both very much,
Moma & Daddy

I

STEVE VIDMER

Estate of Doris MitchellLong. 208 Woodlawn Dr.,
Murray, KY 42071; Case
DO you love working
Fiduciary:
*07-P-13;
with kids?
Harold B. Long, 208
Woodlawn Dr., Murray,
Wee Care Enterprises
060
KY 42071; Attorney-. Mark
may be just the place
Blankenship, 309 North
Help WanWd
for you!
4th Street. Murray, KY
Apply at:
42071; Appointed: 01-22Martial Arts America
DELIVERY person
07.
1413 Olive Blvd.
needed. Apply in perEstate of Lannie Dion son Carpet World
Murray, KY 42071
Sheffer. 52 John Downs
(270)753-6111
13395
Hwy
641
North,
Ct., Murray, KY 42071;
107-P-6;
Co- just south of Hazel
Case
Fiduciary: Paula
D
Sheffer. 1262 Anthony
Lane, Sandwich. IL
Co-Fiduciary:
60548;
Susan IC Sheffer, 52 John Full-time.6AM-2PM, good working conditions,
Downs Ct., Murray, KY pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at:
42071; Attorney Mark
Fern Terrace Lodge
BIsinkenship, 309 North
1505 Stadium View Drive
4th Street, Murray. KY
42071; Appointed: 01-22EOE
07.
Estate of Larry D
Warren, 902 Northwood
Dr, Apt 5, Murray, KY
42071; Case 007-P-24;
Wesley D
Fiduciary
Warren, 401 B Wilhelm
Rd., Russellville, KY
42276; Attorney: Joe
Bolin, 314 Main St..
KY
Murray,
42071;
Appointed: 01-29-07

Immediate opening for
anEorthopaedic surgical
technician to assist in a
very busy orthopaedic
practice. Job requirements
would include first and
second assisting in surgery,
surgery scheduling, and
assisting in office
procedures. The candidate
should have a knowledge
of sterile technique and
experience in surgical
assisting.

020
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HAPPY VALENTF\ES DAY

Help Wanted

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Brad Brelsford,
executor, in the estate of
Mary Imogene Davis
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 15 day of Feb., 2007
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$8.2.5 First Day -20 words or less
Over 2n wards $.54) each
(.onsecutive Days: 5.11 per wordper day.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
1.411 1 Ads Must Run Within b Day Perio,4
$335 per column inch extra for Mond: (She. in. Guide)
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Law Property
Lob For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms Far SOW
Acreage
Nome For Seas
leollorcycles & ATV
Auto Parte
Sport Utility Vehoctee
Used Cars
Mine
Used Truces
Campers
Smote 1 Motors
Services °Memel
Free Coluron
Tobacco S Supplies

Mail information, payment, and sender's name and phone number to
am

SERVALL
Termite & Pest Control
Seeking a person for the Sales
Department. Experience in pest
control industry a plus but not
required. Applicant needs to be
energetic, outgoing, and at least 18
years of age. There are competitive
wages, benefits, and insurance.

P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or come by the office at 1001 Whitnell Ale. Murray

Igr between 7:30 a.m. and 5:00p.m. Contact Jill or Jodie at(270)753-1916for more information.
060

"COME JOIN A WINNING TEAM"

Help Wanted

SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING ALL
POSITIONS.
Let us combine over 40 years of proven restaurant success with
your experience to make a new addition to our restaurant family.
Promotion from Within

Paid

Vacation

Medical 8z Dental Plan

Must Pass Background Check

401K

Drug Free Work Environment

Please apply in person:
KFC
205 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Apply in person at
1604 State Route 121 North, Murray.
No phone c'alls. plecae
We

have restaurants in the following states:

Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee. & Kentucky

060
He Wetted
Wendy's is looking for experienced Store
Managers and Assistant Managers in the
Murray,
Paducah,
Madisonville
and
Hopkinsville Areas to join our team.
Candidates should exhibit strong people oriented leadership skills, excellent communication
skills, drive, detennination and sound decision
making. As part of our dynamic management
team you will be provided with:
Aggressive Compensation
Competitive Medical, Dental and
Vision Coverage
401(10 Plan
Educational Assistance
Send qualified resumes to:
Bahl)) Spaulding at (270) 210-8016
or apply in person.
EEO Employer

PURCHASE FORD

060
Help Welled

Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour cnsis intervention.
and weekly in home
support. Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.
FULL time Dental
Hygienist needed for
busy office. Send
Resumes and references to P.o. Box
1040-J, Murray, KY
42071

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positrons: Full-time LPN.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOFJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

YOUNGBLOOD'S RV
Center of Mayfield.
Sales opportunity for
RVs and "The RV
Lifestyle". Must be self'
motivated and willing to
work on Saturdays. We
sell fun. Call Roger at
270-247-8591.

PART time bookkeeper
needed for local busiOuickbooks
ness.
knowledge a must.
Flexible hours. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-F, Murray, KY
42071.

is seeking 2 success oriented individu-

who want to be part of a winning
team. Sales experience preferred, but
will train if you have the right skills.

Need to place an ad?
Call us we will be glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Excellent opportunity to
$50,000+ a year plus benefits.

IMMEDIATE OPENING
Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
'Minimal Hours 'Monthly Pay

als

earn

Call for an appointment —
serious inquiries only!
(Ask for Al or Ron)

(270) 247-9300
INDEPENDENCE
HOME PHARMACY
10B FAIR
Date: 2/5/07 • Time: 11 A.M. - 1P.M.
We are ceeking to hire individuals with a medical/pharmacy background These individuals
must be responsible, trustworthy, and highly
motivated. Must also have computer experience, excellent verbal and written communication skills, and work well alone or in a group.
Bring your resume to 1306 South 12th Street.
Murray. Ky. You will be required to fill out a
job application on site No phone calls please.

Must have own automobile good driving
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave
NE CALL

We will be accepting applications at the Career
Discovery Center on Wednesday. February 7, 2007
from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm for production/manufacturing/light industrial positions. To be considered for
employment, please bring two forms of identification: one that will establish your identity and one that
establishes your nght to work in this country One
year of verifiable work history and reference
required. GED or High School Diploma required.
Drug/background rcreen may be required
EOE • M/F/D/V

060
Help Wanted
NURSING HOME
ADMINISTRATOR
Progressive nursing
home management
company seeks
Tennessee licensed (or
license eligible) administrator for Puryear,
Tennessee facility.
Existing facility is
being replaced with
new, modern senior
housing campus ground already
broken. Excellent pay
and benefits including
health, dental and
401(k) available.
Please fax resume to:
(636) 536-4533 or
send to: Arbor Health
Care, 1795 Clarkson
Road, Suite 200,
Chesterfield. MO
63017. EOE
RED Burrito Hourly
Open House
Interviewing for Hourly
Shift Leaders & all
Hourly Crew in the
Murray area Thurs.
Feb. 8th 10AM-6PM
(No Appt. Nee.).
Interview 0 Amerthost
Inn Murray, 1210 N.
12th St., US Hwy 641
at Southwood Dr. in
Murray. Directions
270-759-5910.
Fax/Email resume
214-222-6535 or
JOBSOselfopportunitycom
Questions
800-594-7036

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following position: Part-time RN.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
TWENTY three year
old company needs
motivated people who
are career oriented.
Must be self motivated,
dependable, and ready
:to provide quality service. Positions available
are Office and Service
Tech. Office Applicants
must be proficient in
marketing and computer. Must know MS
Word, Excel, Publisher,
Power
Point, and
Internet. Service Tech
must have experience
in either HVAC, RV,
Marine, or appliance
repair. Further training
will
be
provided.
Contact 270-354-9239
090
Dameellcii Childcare
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553
CLEANING is what we
do. Residential or businesses. -References
available. Call the sisters
731-498-6404,
270-226-9565
D's cleaning services.
753-3802
MSU masters student
offering house, pet,
and babysitting and
tudonng.
(217)821-6528

IMAC, OS 9.0. iMovie
-Tunes. Apple Works
Palm Desktop wi print
er and scanner $300
270- 761 -3832

Duncan Creek Technology
270-489-2666
Gre. Dowd

Computer Support
-Fast support for home/business
-LAN/WAN Network Experts
-Software and Integration
-Internet sites and Marketing
-Phone systems - le Long Distance
-24x7 Affordable Assistance

www.dcreek.com

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Saturday, 1ebruary 3, 2007

r`R- 1.
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Techniciar

Service,' repairs

TIMM,

Maras For Sas

-OWNER
Financing***
No credit check

Mobile
borne & lot $3,500
down. $395 month 38
Wood Lake Dr or 55

759.3556

ANTIQUES
753-3633

270

Call Larry

Jessica Ln Murray
RUthle 1.2701753-

tioners
baseboard
healers Used uarpet
If`.1g 753-4109

Used Tracks

JUNK cars e. trucks
Call Larry 753 3633

WANTED Scrap cars
Paying $140 Fier Ion
.753 5500

WASTE 0.1 wantier
Drfiril exchange
Miller U Farn s 1. E.
2701436-2215

3 wheel adult Pike F P
Davidsoc
Harley
YCle Cirayco 3
rn 1 stroller and travel
set carseat 753-0728
6)(12 utility trailer with
ramp gate
and
Nei:ideate, ra‹,ks& rew
treated flu•ir
$600
243-8285
92 Cougar V 8 taut'
sun roof new trans
rfassion. AC tires
loaded $2 575 0E30
Washer 753-4109
CINDEREL LA
prom
dresses • size 4 yei
law 1 size 8 blue $1511
f:•ach 270 492 8614

ENCLOSED trailer
7.14 raryit, tl(oof

gievocle Call i2701
293-5914
here,
All 2006 models must
go" Get a great deal on
your new home today"

HE) leli'
info
Pirila Murray 7 seri
our large seleution of

and two bedroom apartments available
\ II appliances tuneshed Water, sewer, trash
Anti Latest
included in rent. Secunty
Aepose required One year lease NO PETS'

Special
$100 Deposit
1130 $325
,:130 $375
Call Today!
753-8668

YOUF3 tax refund gels
row
'you
in
your
hornet" New 8 pre

UNT CIFINISHED 1 BR
Jose to campus ideal
for une. person rio
pets available Jartiary
3rd 753-59140

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime toca
tion 753-2905,2931480

PROFESSIONAL
flice located on 2nd
flour at 309 N 4th St
Across from Judicial
Building Two offices,
waiting room full bath
and shower Public

and private entrances
Covered parking

space Approximately
625sg ft $450 per

280
[*NH Homes For Rent I

SOUTH

Hazel
14.80 3130 2BA
492 8526

TN

$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-8488
24.7 access to lake on
fa miry resort
$170
month Utilities avair
able 270-221-0406

320
Apartments For Rant

SLEEPING room $150
per month References
reuu,red 767 9037

month plus utilities.
759-3954

Retail, office
space.
University Square Hwy
641. Twelfth Street
Appro. 1.300 sq ft

340

For Rent
(lim"
'BA noose luasur
iepsit required
7la 753 41219

I

270-753-1498X 110

Cash or term.
761-IIMIF
146631

4Cr

2 story house con
structed in 2003. 3 bed
rooms 2 5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn
Call (270)978-1213

t

Calloway County
- ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
KE NMCJFIE range
to $150 00
Ar tnqui.ak 1ati loq
tabie w leaves and
4 r.a,,s $10i'
•

)0G Obedience
436-2858

GOLDEN Retriever

I'

washer dryer •

The Place to Start...
r
or-tar 'ease '
1,!(AiSit Ni Lois
tIi
1 ;1259 • 4

Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

"OWNER
Financing***
No credit check 2BR
IBA, $5,000 down
$595 month
1758
Radio Rd Almo Call
Ruthie 270-753-1011
CUTIE quiet 3/480 on
2 acres 3 8 miles
south $63.000
293-5211

dope. '104
Vairoywood
1/1...rtf- '54 '4W'-

COIP`1`

moot, ,-entral H A Ask
move in free
Colemar

PLAYSTATION t & 2
GAMES r'4 ,04' 11'11
4.1 a/ VJ •.,.1 1 14..A tr.

"

•

Premier
%alk-in bath
6 months old
$3,000 0110
Paid $6.718/
489-2145
Agawam
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

the Square Murray

(270 753-1713
210

FIREWOOD for Sate
$50 a rock delivered
436 2614

f

OUR

RI. 753 9898
4814 2BA all appl,

,jf Po, $1,X, 1H'

Homo Fa Sir]

'**OWNER
Financing***
No credit chock MoNle
home A rand 3BR 2BA
$4 500 down
$595
morth
Calloway
Court*
r air TTItithip
2-0 9,3 ti •

/ MOVE INTO! 4BR. SBA. granite.
•Ize,1 .2,..irage plus mush more' $275.0(X)

year tease '
'015)5i1 ri puts

appliances

All ne,401,thi.,

On

,r -at

EIR duplex "in 0
o H A appliani es t
nishen Various It. a
Coleman l RE
'--14898

4 ,4898
IhE new 1130 apt all
ivytiances Brookl-yn
r70 4 15 4382 •
iracc• message
LIVE Oak Apt.
Newly Remiideleil
1130 $29E 00
2130 $340 00
11313 $425 00
S'rtr, lenity! spey iai
' qualified applicants
O#,:e hours 8 2
ri F r,
Call today Sr appoirl
men!
753-8221

NI,WE3 built 280 2134
Close
, university
QUIET area Water
garbage pickup and
cable included Washer
and dryer $500 per
morels 753-2225. '59
1509
NICE one bedroom
apartment $27500
plus utilities energy
efficient walking Ms
tance to unrversrty 400
South 16th upstairs
animal
allowed 12701753-3704
2701293-2072
Jerry Speight

NOW LEASING
1 2 A 3bedroom Apt
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur -Cal Apts
e0e Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Frjay
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
Tee IT MO 64/1360S6

;iraqe
leposll 162 0'6

HAY
mixed
52 75 hale new used.
-,addrns & tack Paso(Jr ses 436-5442
HOR SE -00ALITY
Bermuda grass square

'W,ariiti, aisalg
tei MSui 5.0 Sc:
r '668

tiales 731-514-3632

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
"NkAl Ii' ill
1
211 \ 4th Si
270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY
preseney

Lock

1.11,,t,

,as

50 ACRIES
1.fin Grow.
185 It. road hiett.e.e,
city nalteal gas
195 I ass Retie Rd
'5344,11 • "5 1-9132

1..do
ii

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper

.r

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Ir'side climate control
storage
•Sei- Jolty alarrne •
•Safe IC cloar3
•We sell boxes'
yyve rent U Hauir,
753 9600
370

Oa Prop
For Salo
BUILDING For Sala
2297 State Route 94
East 1-1.2 miles from

downtown

2.388

square feet. 803 acre
lot Formerly Red Oaks

Bridles to Britches Call
753-5856, cell 2937127

r(

\I
\

CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986

,

24 moult SIDivICE
Res , COM & Ind
Licensed CL: Insured

270-752-0313

I
I

...BR near MSL, C, H A

tile. 0.

'4 .r•
1713(
f
'• • ',A.

tile

\
•

,'BR

HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00

LAND
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172

102 CROS5F1ELD
\ NI) RI

•

YOUR AD
COULD BE

Al! lobs - big or small

puppies AKC
Registered 270-227'879, 270-492-8017

'115hNiaSl Pr

1,4,ar 4V1`,

appila
HE 7`

Call 753-1816
or n7-0611

A MONTH

I

.9,1-1446

(..,,t v rest,-

4
$'

11313

Sati,faction guaranteed

WANTED
HUNTING

75 14'
i'lasma LCD ()LP &
I fats
Eirrir•ds
by
Si,my
CG
Zenith IC JVC We aisi
riaye a largo sele.-11.ii,
.4 entertainment Le5
'ems 8
TV
carts

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
leaf mukhing &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming

35 Acres w," 1/2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346. 87
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.

ir

/ptc

Services Offered

Amapa

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message 270

,

Ray
Sea
Bownder with trailer,
1999

Pahl, Supplies

i'BR rake frict ;lot iirry
war ,Fratt vvatii•
$75u r3toutt 7 ,9 '4,146
4,36 7258
2130 stove r

Boats& Motors

18-12', 1999 Merc 190
HP motor, good condition, $8,500 Call 2271588 or 759-1424

RED OAKS APTS

cc pets

Most scrap mowers,
tillers. washers,
dryers, and metal
items for the items.

759-3073

\ii Condit'

‘i vi vi.murraykvapartments.curn

REDUCED'
EXCELLENT
rental
property
or
starter
home 2130 with fenced
al 1 2 acre shaded tot
$9 700 753-6012

For sale or rent 96
16880 on b 10 acre
$450 niontr,
rent
Rosemary Risner 270
210-4756

111 iii 110151
kii). .ocat.

270-767-9111

dishwasher & much
more with payments
order $350 w
731 584-4426

owned
moders
choose from''
731-584-9429

WILL PICK UP

hie

731-584-9109

NEW
Year •
Celebrationn 3BR 28A
SW fireplace pantry

NICE 280
753-9866

blob

14 Mt.osger er•

Mobile Home Lou For Rent
FREE
DISH Network 4 roorri
Satellite
system
America s Top tiC chart
1. r
(lely
nets
$te 99 re, Get your
holia•
r7
HBO
coma x
Starr
or
lthowtrme HE E tor 3
'forth., F DEE DVF3 on
HLiIlpfraCif? Beasley
Anterna & Satellite
759-0901

'

'06 Ford E150 4.4
*Emergency Water
Supercrew XLT 3K
Removal •Quick
miles Red w/ tan interiDrying
or 767-4225
Free Estimates
1988 Chevy pickup 1,2
753-5827
ton, short wheel base.
4.3L V6 one owner
very good condition. ,
with topper Call 270-

in ready, Almu area.
it) 60x28 ft doubiewide. (1) 76x16 sin

NEW models are

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
*Carpets 'Upholstery

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..
6

new mobile
homes on rots move

gas heaters air conch

• weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

270-293-5221

2 brand

GOOD used refrigera
tors, electric ranges

u
MANACI \II \I

Properties, LLC.

I p.m. to 4 p.m.

I'. sublect to the
ederal Fair Housing
Act of 1968 as amendeil. which makes it ille-

gal to advertise any
preference. limitation.
or discrimination based
on race. color, religion.
sex or national origin.
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation. or discnmination This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
Informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis "

\\

-:
).-1 1 111,
I ,

NEON BEAC
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Availat*
•Now Nava
Climate Control

753..3653

FSBO
4 BR 2 5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506

immi I)) \I I
DEBT RLI II I
v,ill bt,‘ ‘,
hiits,
k- or Liku ilk I
our pir invnt'.

Call 761-4558,
foi Kristin.
NEW Constructon to
be completed by March
1st 380 2BA. large
family room, master
bath has whirlpool and
separate shower, eat in
kitchen, covered front
porch 1,728 sq living
feet. Pella windows
laminate and carpet
flooring. 2 car garage
TimberTrails subdivi
soon off Robertson Rd
S 293-0139

2005 Vino Scooter
<3.000 miles $1,100
227-5759
UORy Vshidss

1998 2-door. 2-whee
drive, red
Tahoe.
$8,000 Call 227-1588
or 759-1424

[Eke.
Cheap Cars

.86 Satan $800 00
.96 Lumina 12,900
.97 Grand-Am $3900
.92 LaSabre Imt 80k
$3,900
Jenkins Auto Sales
(270)227-5997
PARKED cars '95 Ford
Windstar, good engine
and transmission, front
end
wrecked
-92
Acclaim,
Plymouth
good body & interior,
running engine, needs
work 270-293-5820
2003 Chevy Malibu
Warranty,
loaded.
excellent
condition
$6,000 270-994-4864
97 Buick LeSabre
Red nice good car
$2,000 767-9144

f

011ared

Santos Olorod

I currently have 3 clients wishing to
purchase a small farm. If you have a
home in Calloway County with 5 acres
or more and are wishing to sell, please
call Judy Denton with Grey's

One and lLiat Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and At.
A.,cpting Appliwitions

1995 16.80 380 2BA
Must
be
moved
$16000 753-5998

CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th
Murray

WANTED HOUSES WITH LAND

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
s(Is
priYe • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

Call
1011

Murray Ledger & Times

753-9562
AFFORDABLE

270-227-2864

ROOF
LEAKING?
Call a
professional
435-4645

WE SERVICE
All Mom Appliances
and Most Map Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY
for
HAPPYr
Monday, Feb. 5. 2007:
Count on encountering your
share of obstacles this year, so
much so that y ou might question
your goals. This process is a
necessary one, as choices ttlade
a few years ago might no longer
suit y ou. Sometimes one needs
es ents to point the way or illuminate issues. lkiur immediate
circle ot friends might change as
well, hut h wur nest birthday
year, you will he quite happy.
with the adjustments. You will
find one-on-one relating much
more fulfilling. A relationship
becomes a higher prionty. It you
are single. you could meet someone quite special_ A friendship
might be instrumental in the
forming of this bond. It you are
attached, you might need to
revamp your relationship, as you
certainly.. have changed, and so
has your sweetie. VIRGO reads
you cold.

Homc Nerd!t
Sagging floors to
leaking roofs.
1/Ve do it all.
Call Greg Collins
293r-4954

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Hate: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average, 2-So-so,
I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Dig into your energy
reserves and give that extra
push or effort. Today was made
tor accomplishment, though you
might need to stray from an idea
or concept. Your flexibility marks
your ability to get the job done
Tonight' Get some relaxation.
A-1 Stump Removal
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Fully insured 437***** What others cannot
3044
think of, you will Solutions seem
ADAMS ELECTRIC' natural Your ingenuity could
save the day Schedule a lunch
Licensed & Insured
or dinner with a loved one
*Residential
Knowing when you have had
*Commercial
enough is important Saying it is
•Industrisd *Remodel
another thing Tonight Let off
Call Dale Adams
steam
(270)293-8192
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Move away from personal
ALL CARPENTRY
matters, concerns might be close
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks sun to impossible to deal with. You
rooms vinyl siding, know and understand that you
mobile home repair. might need to take in the bigger
sagging floors, termite picture An associate certainly
& water damage Larry lets you know that you are limitNimmo 1270)753-9372 ing your perspective Tonight
or (270)753-0353
Kick back and relax
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
APPLIANCE REPAIR
**** Your words might not
SERVICE & PARTS
convey your frustration or fatigue
42701 293-8726 OR
with a situation Don't be sur759-5534
prised if you need to verbalize
Chuck Van Buren
more than once What seemed
BACKHOE
impossible could become a realTRUCKING
ity Tonight Catch up on a pal's
ROY MILL.
weekend.
Septic system gravel
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
white rock
*** Your finances might star in
436-2113
your day. consuming more time
Dozer work & Track
than you would like Once you
hoe
have a situation arranged, you
BEBBER Flooring
Will find it easier to handle your
Carpet vinyl, laminate
work calls or however you
hardwood and tile 293decide to fill your day Tonight
9340
Treat yourself to a favorite
C & C Renovation and dessert
Remodeling.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
We care about your **** You are all smiles
home Home repairs
despite someone's challenging
roofing
additions,
behavior and attitude Listen to
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding
"FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
1731)247-5464
icrobertson Owl, net

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORD- ABLE Hauling. Clear
out garages, gutters
iunk & tree work

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

JOE'S JOBS
Stliall
)tial work.
'seni4ir
753-43.44 • 227-644

by Jacqueline Bigar
someone's ideas, and you'll
come up with even more practical plans. You have a way that
encourages others to back off.
Tonight: A power unto yourself.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Whatever you say seems to
fall on deaf ears. You cannot
seem to break through and be
heard, no matter how hard you
try. Visualize and create in your
mind. Remember, not every day
will be as frustrating as today,
Tonight: A nap or early to bed.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your focus and aim
can prevent an inordinate expenditure or cost. Keep focused on
what you want and where you
are heading. A meeting or a core
group of people make all the difference. Brainstorm. Tonight:
Where the crowds are.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
** Listen to what others say.
You might want to try something
different if it means pleasing
someone who counts or has
power over your life. You are far
more visible than you realize.
Listen and relax. Tonight: Could
be late.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Take in the big picture.
You will enjoy a lot of what you
see when you clear your mind of
preconceptions. You'll discover
Just how important someone is to
you. Don't personalize every
comment;
rather,
detach.
Tonight: Feed your mind.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** What you thought was a
given, especially with friends,
might not be. Relate to one person at a time. You might be disappointed by what occurs otherwise. One-on-one talks draw
results. though you might not
see that yet! Tonight: A close
encounter.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Others run the show, and
you have little choice. If you want
to do something differently, the
time is now. Others might be difficult and controlling. The only
way to win a power play is to
walk away and not play. Tonight:
Go along with another's plans.
BORN TODAY
Former Prime Minister Robert
Peel (1788), singer Bobby Brown
(1969) actress Jennifer Jason
Leigh (1962)
•**
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Subscribe
Today!
LEDGER& TIMES

270-753-1916

Murray'sSourceFor The Most.
Ilp•To•DateHomeFashions •

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

"41b1;
(
Drapery • Specialty Rods Custom Bedding
Upholstery • Design Service'Rrieria

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding firewood Insured ago
2839

G&T Homebuilders
t Ana leper!
Inord & Pmeiog, hat Mt
Pressmlnàis I NA

Christmas Ilas Got You Down? ;
REHNANa

SEMI

,

Small iobs welcomed R L Woods
753-9440
porter

NOW WITH

& ALLIED
,
HOME MORTGAGE
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Jack
Kerr, Floyd Garland and John Cavitt
enjoying some picking and singing
with the Four Rivers Music association session held at Calloway
County Public Library. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Dick Hoffman of Hoffman Nursery was the guest speaker at a
meeting of the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club_
20 years ago
Fire destroyed a mobile home
of Benny Harrell on Ky.. 280 about
a.m today.
Murray High School Speech
Team took first place with 243
points at the Jessanune County'
Speech Tournament. Second place
with 186 points was Lexington
Catholic.
30 years ago
About 200 deputies representing Episcopal churches west of
Lexington are meeting at Murray
State University for the 149th annual convention of Diocese of Kentucky' today through Feb. 5.
40 years ago
Airman Apprentice Robert G.
Sanderson is attending basic aircraft survival equipment school at
the Naval Air Technical Training
Unit at Lakehurst. N.J.
Births reported include a gill
to Mr. and Mrs Bennie George,
Jan 27.
50 years ago
Lynn Grove Wildcats won over
Murray Training School Colts for
the championship of the Calloway
County High School Basketball
Tournament with high scorers being
McNeely for Wildcats and Rogers
for Colts. Almo Warriors won over
Kirksey Eagles for the consolation
game with high scorers being Lovett
for Almo and Darnell for Kirksey.
60 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr.
Rainey T. Wells during last week's
FCC hearing as he stepped down

Estranged son extends his
hand in hopes of a handout

from the witness stand after describing the world's first broadcast of
the human voice. Also picture are
Neville Miller, former mayor of
Louisville. who assisted Murray
Broadcasting Company in its
request for radio rights to 1340
kilocyles, and George E. Overbey,
Navy veteran, Murray attorney and
president of Murray Broadcasting
Company.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Lee Darnell and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. T. McCuiston, Jan. 22; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie McClure and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Howell Jove, Jan.
26, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Allbritten, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Paschall and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gervis Smith, Jan.
25, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Howell B. Thurman, Jan. 26.
New Concord Redbirds won
40-26 over Murray Training School
Colts for the championship of the
Calloway County High School Basketball Tournament with high scorers being J.B Bell for Redbirds
and Ted Thompson for Colts. In
the first round Hazel Lions won
23-23 over Kirk.sey Eagles and
New Concord won 42-11 over
Almo. In the semi-finals Murray
Training won 60-35 over Hazel
and New Concord won 56-46 over
Lynn Grove.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won 35-32 over Evansville
Aces in a basketball game with
Johnny Reagan high scorer for
Murray.
Elected as officers of the Murray Magazine Club at a meeting
at the home of Mrs. W.W. McElrath were Mrs. George Upchurch.
president, Mrs. R.H. Hood,first vice
president, Mrs. McElrath, secretary: Mrs. R.A. Johnston, treasurer, Mrs. L.J. Hortin, reporter.
Murray High School Tigers lost
35-32 to Mayfield Cardinals in a
basketball game.

DEAR ABBY: My son
recently got in touch with me
after almost four years of
absolutely no contact We had
a falling-out years back, and
neither of us could seem to
put things behind us at the
time and move on.
His
mother (my
wife) died 3
1/2
years
ago, and he
barely made
it back for
the funeral.
He called
after all this
time to ask
me
for
money.
It
By Abigail
seems
he
Van Buren
has fallen on
hard times and needs my support. I am not sure I am in
a position fmancially to help
him, as I am nearing retirement and concerned about my
own expenses. I also feel a
little resentful that after all
this time, the only. reason he
called was fol. money.
I'm afraid if I don't help
him, I will lose him forever.
But should I give him money
as a way to keep him in my
life? I am torn about the situation. I want to be a good
father and help my son, but
what does that mean? -UNSURE IN NEW YORK
DEAR UNSURE: If your
son is without a job, help him
find one if you can. But do
not jeopardize your retirement.
Much as one might wish it,

Dear Abby

TodayinNistorg
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Feb. 3. the
34th day of 2007. There are 331
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History On February 3, 1459, a plane
crash near Clear Lake. Iowa,
roll
claimed the lives of rock
stars Buddy' Holly, Ritchie Valens
and J.P. -The Big Bopper" Richardson. That same day. an American
Airlines Lockheed Electra crashed
into New York's East River while
approaching LaGuardia Airport,
El A ES r

(He died just over a month later.)
In 1943, during World War II,
the U.S. transport ship Dorchester,
which was carrying troops to
Greenland, sank after being hit
by a torpedo. (Four Army chaplains gave their life belts to four
other men, and went down with
the ship.)
In 1966, the Soviet probe Luna
Nine became the first manmade
object to make a soft landing on
the moon.
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killing 65 of the 73 people on
board.
On this date:
In 1913. the 16th Amendment
to the Constitution, providing for
a federal income tax, was ratified.
In 1924. the 28th president of
the United States, Woodrow Wilson. died in Washington D.C. at
age 67.
In 1930, the chief justice of
the United States, William Howard
Taft, resigned for health reasons.
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money can't buy love. Until
you and your son iron out
what went wrong in your relationship, such an investment
would not bring you the return
you are looking for.
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I have been married for
three years and had our first
child 10 months ago. The problem is, his parents want to
come and visit us at least once
a month. They live six hours
away.
It wouldn't be so bad, except
our house is very small and
has only one bathroom. It's
very uncomfortable to share a
bathroom with your in-laws.
My husband doesn't see my
point of view. He believes I
am just being hateful and do
not like his parents! I don't
know what to do. I just can't
take these monthly visits much
longer. Please help me. -TRAPPED IN ATLANTA
DEAR TRAPPED: If you
do not stand up for yourself
now, this could continue until
your child is in college. It's
time for a frank chat with your
mother-in-law. Tell her that
while you love her and welcome her and "Dad's" involvement with the grandbaby, you
would all be more comfortable if they stayed in a nearby hotel/motel.
P.S. Of course, the same
rule should apply to your parents when they come to visit.
.00

DEAR ABBY: How do you
make yourself like somebody
if you don't like them, but
want to like them?
Here's the situation. I am
15 and have a stepsister the
same age. We have been stepsisters for two years. We have
never gotten along and have
never liked each other. Usually, when you won't like somebody you can just avoid the
person, but we have to be
together and share a room
every other weekend when I
go to my dad's for visitation,
and it would be a lot nicer if
we liked each other.
It's not that either of us is
a bad person -- it's more of
a personality conflict. How can
I get myself to like her and
get her to like me? -- KANSAS
CITY STEPSISTER
DEAR STEPSISTER: You
are asking about the art of diplomacy and negotiation. Here's
how it works. First, you find
something the two of you can
agree on.(Example: I love my
father. You love your mother.
We both want them to be
happy, don't we?) And work
from there. Anything you can
agree on, you take off the
table. What you can't agree
on, try to compromise. This
takes practice, but it is a valuable tool once you master it
and will serve you well all
your life.
•••

What causes
frequent bruising?
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
a 76-year-old man in good health
and physical condition. I don't
take any medication or vitamins.
My only problem is that even
the slightest pressure leaves large
bruises on my lower arms.
This all
started after
total
knee
replacement
on both legs.
1 was taking
Coumadin
for
about
four weeks
the
after
operation.
Ever
since
that, I am full
By
Dr. Peter Gott of bruises all
over
my
arms. 1 never had this problem
before taking Coumadin. This
was 11 years ago, and it is still
happening to me. It is not a
pretty sight. and it bothers me
a lot.
I asked several doctors what
could cause this problem. One
said it is old age, and the others either did not know or did
not even give me an answer. If
it is from old age, when it started I was 11 years younger. It
is possible that Coumadin
changed something in my body
chemistry? My other question
is, why does it happen only on
my arms?
DEAR READER: When
reading your letter. I was hoping that you were still taking
Coumadin. Then I got to the
"11 years ago," so I don't have
an easy answer.
I don't subscribe to the "old
age" excuse. Nor do I believe
that the Coumadin is the active
participant in your bruising. Nor
do I recommend doing nothing.
Thin skin? Possibly.

Dr. Gott

1 urge you to have a thorough blood analysis of your
clotting factors. It is conceivable that Coumadin, an aggressive anticosulant, may have triggered a bizarre reaction in your
immune system that should be
identified and treated. Ask your
doctor to refer you to a hematologist for further testing, and
let me know how this turns out.
DEAR DR. GOTT: On Aug.
23, 2004, I began taking Limtor to lower my cholesterol,
which has been 311 for years.
On Dec. 1, 2004. I had a fasting blood test, and it was lowered to 220. Ever since taking
Lipitor. I have had aching muscles. After the blood test, I
stopped the Lipitor for four days
while waiting for the results,
and all the pain went away.
After calling my doctor about
wanting to quit the pill. I was
told that statins loosen plaque.
and 1 will have to take it for
the rest of my life or take a
50/50 chance of a piece of
plaque coming loose and causing a stroke or heart attack.
Could this be true? Am I doomed
to have muscle pain the rest of
my life?
DEAR
READER:
You
appear to have a complication
of statin therapy that your doctor has ignored: rhabdomyolysis. This muscle damage can
release excess protein in the
body that may plug up the kidneys and lead to renal failure
and death.
You should discontinue taking Lipitor"forever, change doctors and have blood tests of
your kidney function.
Once you have recovered from
the muscle damage. I suggest
that you lower your cholesterol
by taking niacin, a vitamin. Ask
your new doctor about this.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
di •7 6 2
•A Q 104
•107 5 3
41 7
EAST
WEST
•Q I 10 8 3
+A K 95 4
•73
•6
•K Q6•J92
410 8 5 2
*K 9 4
IH
—
V K J 9 ti 5 2
•A 84
•A Q 6 3
The bidding:
North
South
East
West
I if
2
4•
1
5 IP
Opening lead -- queen of spades.
There is no question that the
finesse, valuable weapon though it
is, can easily be abused. Not every
finessing position should be
exploited, because there are often
other approaches available that offer
a better prospect of success.
Take this case where declarer
resisted the temptation to take a
finesse and scored a game as a result.
The bidding was spirited. and
South woutd up in five hearts. Ile
ruffed the opening spade lead and
cashed the A-K of trumps. He then
led a low club toward the jack, giving up the opportunity to finesse

against Easufor the king.
It did not matter what West did. If
he went up with the king, dummy
would play low, and declarer would
later be able to cash the J-A-Q of
clubs and discard two diamonds
from dummy. On this line of play,
South would lose only one club and
one diamond.
And if West did not take the club
king, dummy's jack would win, and
the end result would be the same,
declarer losing just two diamond
tricks.
Observe that if South had starred
the clubs by leading the jack from
dummy, he would have lost the
finesse, and also the contract,
because the defenders would have
scored two diamonds and a club.
The question from the start for
declarer is which opponent has the
king of clubs. If West has it. the
finesse should be avoided, while if
Fast has it, the finesse must be taken
to ensure the contract.
South solved the problem scnsienough when he decided that
st was more likely to have the
king. This conclusion was based on
West's opening lead, which indicated
that Fast had the A-K of spades.
Since West had overcalled with a
queen-high suit, it was likely that he
would have most of the missing high
cards in the side suits
diamonds
and clubs. All South did was to take
advantage of this deduction.
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